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JANE ADAMS CLARKE co-authored "The Search for our 
German Ancestors" which appeared in the Spring, 1982 issue 
of Pennsylvania Folklife. That article concerned research on her 
paternal family line; this article traces some of her maternal 
ancestry. In the course of her research, she found that both 
sides of her family had moved to Philadelphia from the Goshen-
hoppen region of Pennsylvania; indeed, her parents married in 
1924 little knowing that their ancestors were neighbors some 124 
years earlier. 
MARION LOIS HUFFINES, Ph.D., received her doctorate from 
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, and has been teaching 
at Bucknell University for the past 13 years. Her interest in 
Pennsylvania German stems from a longstanding interest in dia-
lects and language variation in general, and from her training 
in the historical development of the German language. She is 
particularly fascinated by the influence Pennsylvania German as 
a receding language has had on English, the dominant language 
with which it is in contact. 
WILLIAM T . PARSONS, Ph .D., Director of Pennsylvania Ger-
man at Ursinus College, presents the first results from the 
sabbatical semester granted to him for the study of comparative 
dialect languages . Viewing Lina Sommer as an adopted grand-
mother, he finds in her a restatement of the values he grew up 
with. He is studying Otto Keller and Schwabisch dialect and 
Johan Peter Hebel and Allemanisch poetry in much the same 
way. His most trying moments occur when he attempts to put 
Sommer, Keller, and Hebel into Pennsylfaanisch Deitsch. 
ROBERT P. STEVENSON, a 1930 journalism graduate of Penn-
sylvania State University, spent the final twenty-seven years of 
his working career with Popular Science magazine; he had pre-
viously been with the Williamsport (Pa.) Grit and the Associated 
Press. Since retiring in 1972 he has done historical writing about 
southwestern Pennsylvania, his home region. He was the co-
author with his cousin, Charles A . Stevenson, of "The Good 
Life on Grandfather's Farm" in the Spring, 1981 issue of Penn-
sylvania Folklife. He lives in Mountainville, N. J . 
HANS TRUMPY, Ph.D., a native of Glarus, Switzerland, has 
been professor of folklife at the University of Basel since 1965. 
He received his doctorate in Classical Philology from that insti-
tution in 1945, then taught for several years at the Gymnasium 
of Glarus . Later he did post-graduate work in European folk-
life, and was awarded a professorship in 1962. He is the author 
or editor of several books and has written many articles that 
explore aspects of European folklife between the sixteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. 
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Eighteenth and nineteenth century Swiss almanacs 
were an important source of information for 
potential emigrants, and travel agencies often 
ran advertisements in them. 
AMERICAN NEWS IN EIGHTEENTH AND 
NINETEENTH CENTURY SWISS ALMANACS: 
AN OVERVIEW 
by Hans Triimpy 
This translation and A merican adaptation oj "Ein 
Beitrag zur Eljorschung der Kalender und der Aus-
wanderung in die USA, " Sandoz Bulletin 59 (October 
1981): 11-22, has been prepared by Leo Schelbert oj 
the University oj lIIinois at Chicago . It is published 
with illustrations by the kind permission oj the editor 
oj the Sandoz Bulletin. 
Already in the eighteenth century Swiss almanacs I 
were eager to offer reports on alien folk. They also 
familiarized readers with the world of Native American 
(Indian) peoples. In 1814, for instance, the Ziiricher 
Kalendar featured their funerary traditions based on a 
book by Pere Lafiteau ' that had been published a 
century before. 3 There was also an article "On the 
Bear Hunt in North America," published by the 
Hinkende Bott Von Bern of 1839; its aim was to 
astonish readers by noting, for instance, that Native 
Americans used to offer apologies to the animals they 
had killed. 4 But almanacs featured native peoples of 
North America mainly in the context of their struggles 
against the. white settlers. This essay, too, deals prin-
cipally with the world of the latter as described by 
almanac reports and illustrations. 
Eighteen different almanacs that have been collected 
by the Department of Folklife of the University of Basei 
deal with topics related to the United States . Towards 
the end of the eighteenth century, the Revolutionary 
War received some attention although the topic was not 
without danger, since the Thirteen Cantons of the Swiss 
Confederacy held themselves various territories in sub-
jection. s Readers were also familiarized with the 
portrait of President Washington as well as with pictures 
of several of his successors . Reports liked to stress 
that presidents had risen to that highest position from 
simple backgrounds. Thus Le Bon Messager for 1882 
commented on James Garfield: "Born into a family 
of humble folk, he was forced from childhood on to 
gain his livelihood through work."6 Yet readers learned 
almost nothing about the political institutions of the 
United States. The obvious comparison between the 
States of the Union and the Cantons of the Swiss 
Confederacy was made nowhere, 7 nor was it mentioned 
that the Swiss constitution of 1848 had been shaped in 
part by that of the United States. 8 
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Other aspects seemed to be of greater interest. Al-
ready in 1797 the Appenzeller Hinkende Bot offered 
this praise: " In this land a perfect freedom of religion 
invites all aliens to be at ease, content, and at true 
liberty. The newly arrived is not asked: Where are 
you from? What religion do you favor? But one 
asks: What can you do? Are you honest? Are you 
useful? Are you able to value and enjoy our freedom?" 
This attitude, commented the anonymous author, pro-
mised the "highest human happiness on our globe" 
because peace and "the purity of morals" were thus 
guaranteed. Later almanacs, as will be seen, were to 
modify several features of this idealized view. 
After 1850 some almanacs dealt with the position of 
women, a social aspect that differed significantly from 
European traditions. "Esteem of Americans for Wo-
men" is the title of an article in the Sch weizerische 
Nationalkalender for 1854. "There were many negative 
traits in the character of Americans," the report asserted, 
but in their attitude towards women they were "exem-
plary: A main trait of their character was the general 
esteem for the female gender and the general protection 
it enjoyed regardless of class. Stringent laws prosecute 
any violation of the rules of proper conduct towards 
womanhood." The Appenzeller Kalender of 1861 
commented somewhat less amiably and with journalistic 
generalizing: "A woman in the United States is . . . a 
lady whom one must constantly compliment and praise, 
whom one fears and respects, but does not feel attracted 
to." More concretely, the 1866 Schajjhauser Bote 
made a comparison between American and Swiss 
farmer women and stated: "The American woman does 
not have to work in the fields, but in the house she is on 
her own ." In an American home the kitchen is an 
attractive place, "clean, white, and light." In the 
same almanac "the cousin from North America" pub-
lished some reports from 1873 on and, significantly, 
II . "'\It· (£nlifol"llim 
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Old California, or: Happiness and Culture Through 
Religion. The texts in the picture read: "The Savage 
gains a home; culture through temperance; free work 
and property; divine service; love opens hearts; the 
blessed transition; religion brings reconciliation. " 
devoted the first to women. He was astonished how 
many were gainfully employed. "Thousands of women 
work in post-offices and railroad stations," he com-
mented; there were even [female] physicians and dentists; 
"in Wyoming Territory women had, furthermore, been 
successful in gaining the right to vote and to render 
decisions as jurors and as judges." They took their 
children along to these tasks as there was a nursery 
besides the judicial chamber. Many women did not 
legally marry, and divorce was frequent. The pious 
writer from Schaffhausen viewed, finally, as "the sink 
of corruption" that medications for inducing abortions 
were publicly on sale. 
The Appenzeller Kalender for 1859 expressed aston-
ishment over how quickly one could get married in the 
United States, if one was mutually agreed, even the day 
after the first encounter. The same almanac observed 
two years later that complete rest was observed on 
Sundays and that inns remained closed. According to 
his information there was a church "o~ some eighty 
different denominations" for every six hundred people. 
Time and again almanacs described America as a 
land of the extraordinary and miraculous. In tune with 
the spirit of the times they reported much less about the 
wonders of nature than about works of technical 
ingenuity. If nature was mentioned, it was merely as 
a lavish source of wealth. Various almanacs of 1850/ 51 
told of Captain Sutter's sensational gold finds without, 
however , concealing the bad consequences of the gold 
rush. How badly the gold land California had sup-
posedly turned out was shown by the Einsiedler Kalender 
of 1852 by means of its specialty, the iconographic 
opposition of good and bad (Figs. 1, 2): Before the 
discovery of gold, missionaries had converted Indians 
to Christianity; now crime and enslavement were the 
order of the day. The Neue Hauskalender of Zug 
featured for the year 1865 another and, for the future, 
more significant mineral wealth. It pointed out that 
the oil wells (Fig. 3), established in Ohio and Pennsyl-
vania since 1859, were as important for human history 
as the invention of printing, the steam engine, and the 
discovery of gold in California. Already then the 
writer raised the question of how long the precious 
matter was going to last that kept machines and loco-
motives going. He hoped the supply would last "as 
long as humankind" and that the planet earth would 
not become unbalanced. 
I l\ r ll . 1£ .,lifo'·lIin, 
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New California, or: Happiness and Culture Through 
Gold. The texts in the picture read: "The Savage 
loses his home; brutalization of people; slavery and 
poverty; idolatry; gold closes hearts; the unhappy 
transition; gold divides. " 
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Figure 3 
Figure 5 
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Figure 4 
Figure 6 
Railroads were especially celebrated as near miracles, 
above all the transcontinental line whose completion 
had involved armed struggle with Native American 
(Indian) peoples (Fig . 4). As a novelty, the Einsiedler 
Kalender of 1871 howed a railroad dining car (Fig. 5). 
In 1884 the Schaffhauser Bote announced that in antiq-
uity "the giant bridge" (Fig. 6) that connected Man-
hattan with Brooklyn "would have been counted as one 
of the wonders of the world." It could be completed 
only "because the American is not easily deterred by 
difficulties." Of course, the almanacs also featured 
the many tall buildings found in various cities (Fig . 7), 
or agricultural machines such as the reaper (Fig. 8). 
The St. Galler Kalender of 1891 let Swiss readers admire 
Edison's phonograph (Fig. 9). Several almanacs showed 
views of Chicago's 1893 World's Fair in which Switzer-
land had also participated; among them was the 
Schweizerische Nationalkalender of 1894 that stressed 
Figure 7 
the stormy growth of that city: In 1833 Chicago had 
been a mere village of some 400 people; in 1891 it 
numbered no less than one-and-a-half million inhabitants. 
Besides praise, there was also criticism. Long before 
the Civil War, several almanacs mentioned the painful 
fact of slavery. In 1782 the Appenzeller Kalender 
lamented that Europeans were annually buying some 
one hundred thousand African Blacks in order to use 
them in transoceanic colonies. "What must one half 
of humanity suffer," asked the report, "so that the 
other may live in sinful abundance?" The Berner 
Hinkende Bott of 1808 condemned the cattle-like 
buying and selling of people as "inhuman and sinful." 
In 1846 the Volks-Freund of Schaffhausen featured 
the horrors of the hold of a slave ship (Fig. 10), and in 
1854 the Pilger aus Schaffhausen provided a view of a 
slave market (Fig. 11) and stated that there were three 
and-a-half million black slaves. 
Figure 8 
Figure 9 
Figure 11 
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A young emigrant from Regensberg, Canton Zurich, 
wrote in a letter reproduced in the 1850 Ziiricher-
Kalender: "The slave trade in New Orleans still goes so 
strong that daily 200 to 300 are brought to market." 
In 1862, amidst the Civil War, the same almanac 
showed by way of a pathetic illustration that the lot of 
Blacks was in no way as good as Southern propaganda 
naturally wanted to have it. Apparently though, the 
editors did receive material from the South because the 
same almanac published, in 1863, an anti-Black illustra-
tion that derided the merry-making of escaped slaves 
(Fig. 12). Especially in this case one would like to 
know who had sent these illustrations to Zurich; clearly, 
the Schaffhauser Bote was not alone with his "cousin" 
as reporter. Twice the almanac editors state that they 
had received illustrations from America; most of those 
reproduced in this essay are undoubtedly of American 
origin . 
Figure 12 
America also provided materials for the rubric 
"Unfiille und Verbrechen," that is "accidents and 
crimes." In 1873, for instance, the Neue Einsiedler 
Kalender included an illustration of the Chicago Fire 
(Fig. 13). Figure 14 shows that the message of today's 
Wild West movies was earlier transmitted by almanacs. 
The Appenzeller Kalender of 1881 published the picture 
of a counterfeit shop that, as the caption explained, 
had just received a surprise visit "led by a so-called 
detective" (Fig. 15); thus the Swiss were introduced 
to a word that is known today by every school child. 
Such information about America, of which only a 
small sample has been presented here, was provided not 
only for its "ethnological" interest, but mainly because 
many nineteenth century Swiss contemplated emigration 
to "the land of wonders." The frequent advertisements 
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Figure 13 
Figure 14 
Figure 15 
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Figure 16 
of travel agencies, such as that given in Figure 16, indi-
cate that almanacs were also consulted by potential 
emigrants. Many articles dealt explicitly with emigra-
tion to countries such as Brazil, Australia and Algeria, 
but above all to the United States. 9 On the whole these 
reports were intended predominantly to warn readers of 
illusions, and against precipitous departure. 
In 1782 already the Appenzeller Kalender referred to 
a bad experience of German emigrants, and in 1821 
the same almanac reported on "the horrible fate of 
German emigrants to America" who some years earlier 
had never even reached the United States but fi nally 
ended up stranded on the Norwegian coast after heavy 
losses; here too an illustration intended to deepen the 
impression. Not only reports of this kind could 
deter anxious souls, but also descriptions of conditions 
aboard ship might have saved many from dangerous 
adventure. A report of the 1869 Schaffhauser Bote 
is especially detailed, citing a letter from a Swiss then 
living in Hudson City. Provisions on the boat that had 
sailed from Rotterdam consisted mostly of a few 
herrings and mouldy ship biscuits. During the sixty-
four days needed for the crossing to New York, thirty-
three passengers had died and twenty had become so 
seriously ill on arrival that the port authorities imposed 
a four-day quarantine. Full of disgust , the writer 
described the ship 's abundant vermin and the complete 
lack of "discipline and chastity." "No honorable 
young woman," he thought, "should dare to travel by 
herself to America"; and he closed his report with a 
warning against corrupt agents in Europe and in New 
York. 
Also other reports had been critical of travel agents 
who were aware of it; reliable firms tried, therefore, 
to safeguard their reputation. Thus, a Mr. Rommel 
of Basel provided the Schaffhauser Bole of 1867 with 
an advertisement that contained words of thanks from 
Swiss emigrants "for the careful travel arrangements 
and provisions." "We were better provided for," the 
document asserted, "than passengers of other agents 
not only on our trip to Le Havre, but we experienced 
the kind concern of these gentlemen also on the boat to 
New York where we were very well received and lodged 
with great satisfaction. " Many almanacs provided 
reliable addresses for the port cities, and the Dorf-
kalender of 1895 even li sted all the Swiss consulates 
of North and South America. 
Much advice, furthermore, was given as to how much 
money one was supposed to take along and what kind 
of clothing and provisions were to be recommended 
aboard ship. It was pointed out repeatedly that only 
younger and healthy people should take the risk of 
emigration and that a determination to work hard and 
to endure much deprivation was a necessity. The 
Eidgenossische National-Kalender of 1854 established a 
separate column "Concerning Emigration" because 
"that important feature of the times" deserved to be 
presented to the readers. In subsequent issues this 
widely read almanac offered statistics on emigration 
from Switzerland and on shi fting economic conditions 
in the United States. Here and there claims appeared 
that Switzerland offered just as many opportunities 
for economic prosperity; especially the construction of 
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railroads, commented the Nationalkalender of 1861, 
had created new employment possibilities. 
Between 1804 and 1830 the popular Sch weizer-Bote, 
a weekly publication edited by Heinrich Zschokke, 
featured many aspects of Swiss emigration and printed 
several letters of emigrants to the United States ,'O a 
practice also followed by editors of almanacs. They 
certainly may have smoothed out original versions of 
such documents, omitted passages, and perhaps even 
fabricated some, but many letters were definitely 
authentic. One such fully reliable report of 1849 ap-
peared in the Ziiricher Kalender of 1850 and deserves a 
more detailed revIew. It was written by the prevIouslY 
mentioned "young man from Regensberg," "a carpenter 
by profession ." Because "his report on the ocean 
crossing was like most others," the editor omitted that 
part. Thus the entry starts with the arrival at New 
Odeans where the immigrant changes from the ocean-
going sailing ship to a Mississippi steamer to travel 
northward to St. Louis. From there he took the 
postal coach to Highland, Illinois, initially called New 
Switzerland. (Some almanacs had reported on that 
settlement after an account by the founder Kopfli had 
become available in print. " ) 
The emigrant from Regensberg estimated the cost of 
the journey from Zurich to Highland at 150 florin, and 
thought that travelling on his own would not have been 
cheaper (certainly welcome news for travel agents). 
At his destination he met his brother-in-law who had 
already been living there for some time. He "works 
in a quarry," the newcomer reported, "and earns one 
dollar daily. At present he owns two cows, two calves, 
five pigs, a red grouse, and more than twenty chickens, 
all roaming freely outdoors. In the evening the cows 
return home for milking when they are fed some corn 
so that they like to come. What cannot be milked 
does not come home until winter arrives . . . There are 
farmers here who own 200 to 300 pigs, 50 to 100 oxen 
and cows, and 10 to 15 horses." The two sons of his 
brother-in-law "go industriously to school to the teacher 
Wirth (from Niederwenigen) and are truly quite ad-
vanced in all their subjects, more than if they had 
stayed in Switzerland. But there are still many adults 
here on farms ... who had not gone to school and who 
now take lessons from teacher Wirth. The school fees 
are high here, six dollars per child annually." The 
brother-in-law "had bought a one-and-a-half story 
house in the center of town, made of bricks, and on 
the outside covered with boards painted in white; [the 
roon is covered with shingles in the American way of 
construction ." Unfortunately no illustrations were 
given, but the Appenzeller Kalender published a view 
of Highland in 1851 (Fig. 17), and the same almanac 
had bought, three years earlier, the picture of a farm-
house (Fig. 18) to give readers some idea of how it 
looked. 
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Figure 17 
According to the letter of the newcomer from Regens-
berg, Highland was laid out as a town: "The streets 
have all been designated and the lots marked, and in the 
center of town is a large market-place staked out on 
which one may not build. There are two kinds of lots, 
those which one can get for nothing, but with the 
obligation of building a two-story house, and those 
which one may purchase for 50 to 74 dollars on which 
one may build as one pleases. At present there are 
104 houses and three churches on the town site. Most 
of the inhabitants are Swiss." 
"Land is cheap to get, but tools are expensive," 
continued the Zurich emigrant; "a wagon for two horses 
costs 65 dollars, a plow between four and six." A 
"real farmer" needed between $1,000-$1200; those who 
had less should first work as tenants. After two or 
three years such people would then be able to buy their 
own farm. As for himself, he planned to continue 
working as a carpenter with a master who had emigrated 
-
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from Richterswil, for 25 guilders per month with free 
board; the tools, however, he had to purchase for 
himself. The optimistic tone of the report seemed 
somewhat dangerous to the editor of the almanac; he 
added, therefore, some lines from a letter of another 
Zurich artisan who disliked St. Louis, especially because 
of its climate, and who advised readers to stay at 
home. 
A letter sent from California in 1853 and published 
in the almanac Vetter Gatti in 1855, ended on a 
similar note. "I advise nobody to try his fortune here. 
The fatherland has still much room, and for anyone 
who is willing to work in earnest, there is still many a 
treasure hidden in the homeland." The writer had 
hoped to find great treasure as a gold-digger . He 
Figure 19 
included a picture with the comment: "That's the way 
I may have looked when the gold fever drove me into 
the river diggings. Surely nobody will fall in love with 
that fellow!" He had arrived in California with three 
dollars in his pocket and with a half-dead mule. 
"Luckily I met a good, faithful countryman ... from 
Bern who, being about as rich as I, as full of speculative 
fever as I, and about as forlorn as I, had similar 
plans. We merrily set out on the journey; my mule 
carried our baggage; we took turns riding my com-
panion's emaciated horse and dreamt of golden rivers 
and mountains. Such caravans as ours journeying to 
the mines could be seen aplenty." Of that scene, too, 
he provided a sketch (Fig. 19). He then described the 
arduous, yet not very profitable toil, again supple-
mented by a picture (Fig. 20) and commented on the 
mixture of people on the Sacramento River: "Secretly 
the American hates the foreigner and deals with him 
contemptuously. The German suffers, keeps quiet, 
Americanizes, and also occasionally makes the fist in 
his pocket. The Frenc~ remain reserved and stay among 
their compatriots; they generally have their own little 
towns and mining districts. They don't make an 
effort to speak English, are too proud to accept any 
servile position, and thus live often quite miserably 
in the mines. The Spaniard comes on horseback and 
trades with cattle; if he can't buy something, he will 
steal it; he hates the American and is dangerous in every 
respect because he never works. Last year 55,000 
Chinese arrived . . . They are patient, fearful, peace-
loving ... They live totally by themselves, have their 
own trade, they even get all their provisions from China. 
They eat very little, mostly rice, and drink only water." 
He now had been in the country for two-and-a-half 
years "and the more my manifold dealings bring me 
into contact with people, the more I get to know their 
Figure 20 
language and habits, the less I am inclined to settle 
permanently among them." Admittedly, the country 
was beautiful and, since farming was now also flourish-
ing, the food supply was varied and inexpensive. 
"Excellent beer, drunk mostly by Germans, is being 
brewed here; the Frenchman drinks wine, the American 
brandy. We also have exquisite Emmental cheese, 
genuine Swiss kirsch, absinth, and Rhine wine." 
In his work on Swiss emigration history, L. Schel-
bert has postulated four types of immigrant responses .12 
In this regard almanacs do not provide very much 
material, but this gold-digger may be viewed as taking 
an adaptive posture in that he preferred the traditions 
he had known at home and accepted those of the host 
country only marginally . This attitude is expressed 
clearly as to food and drink. On a higher plane, it is 
the teacher who gives lessons in the old language-as 
the one in Highland, IllinQis-who protects immigrants 
from full assimilation. He leads to an acculturative 
response which "tends to strike a balance between the 
traditions of home and those of the new land." 13 
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Figure 21 
Bi-lingualism may be seen as a most significant symptom 
of this type of immigrant response. 
Precisely this acculturative attitude was largely absent 
in New Glarus, Wisconsin. In 1866 Le Bon Messager, 
published in Lausanne, reported admiringly that there 
the language and customs of the old homeland were 
being maintained. For ten miles from the town no 
Americans were settled, and traders , teachers, and 
physicians were Glarnese. Although buildings and farm 
implements had been adapted to American patterns, in 
all other respects everything was done as in the Canton 
Glarus: At II o'clock the church bell called to the 
noon-meal, and religious services were held in strict 
conformity with Glarnese tradition. 
The Dorfkalender of 1886 which reported on the 
colony Bernstadt in Kentucky, \4 told a similar story: 
"The industrious hand of the Swiss has created flourish-
ing orchards and undulating fields with a magic touch 
in a relatively very short time. Where only a few years 
ago only the English language and American customs 
were in use, there one hears today the relaxed Bernese 
German, there the Bernese schoolmaster rules in the 
simple schoolhouse. And on Sunday, when hands rest 
from busy work, then the men assemble and sing 
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merrily and from the heart an earthy Swiss song, some-
times also a yodel as it once echoed through the moun-
tains which they are simply unable to forget." This 
possibility of being able to live among compatriots and 
to hold on to the native tongue may certainly have 
encouraged quite a few to emigrate who otherwise 
would have stayed home out of fear of having to learn 
English. 
It is impossible to know just how many Swiss were 
kept from emigrating by the warnings of the almanacs, 
or how many followed their advice as to the great 
journey. The hope of finding old almanacs among 
the papers left by Swiss immigrants has until now re-
mained unfulfilled. But it is certain that almanacs also 
remained cherished items after emigration. The Amer-
ican branch of the Swiss publishing house Benziger of 
Einsiedeln issued the Cincinnatier Hinkende Bote in 
German and with a title page fully resembling that of 
Swiss almanacs (Fig. 21). In 1877 it published a 
Heimwehlied under an idealized Swiss landscape (Fig. 
22). Thus not only Emmental cheese, kirsch, absinth, 
or yodels could evoke images of home; almanacs also 
fulfilled this important task. 
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With special thanks to Ann! Becker 
who sings today in the way 
Lina Sommer wrote yesterday. 
Lina Sommer is a dialect poet nearly unknown in 
Pennsylvania, yet she wrote with a style and spirit which 
remain very close to our own. She not only has long 
held a special place among her own people as one of the 
best of the Palatinate dialect poets, but she also speaks 
to our Pennsylfaanisch Deitsch today, often in quite 
surpnsmg ways. Born at Speyer on 8 July 1862, she 
died not far distant, at Jockgrim on 17 July 1932. As 
she said, she wrote especially for children and for the 
sick or disabled; nonetheless, she is delightfully instruc-
tive for any of us . 
As always, small details of dialect usage do exist: 
Sommer uses Vorderpjiilzisch, the river dialect, while 
many Pennsylvanians are of Hiigelliindisch origins, or 
at least brought up with Pennsylfaanisch Deitsch, de-
rived in great measure from the hill-country dialect of 
the Westrich. Fraa Sommer presents such a lilting 
musical verbal composition, one can easily sing folk 
songs to it, I and almost every year we find another of 
her short poems singing itself into the repertoire of one 
of the Rhineland folksingers: Anni Becker, Hermann 
Jager or Hein and Os Kroher. 2 In her dialect usage, 
this woman speaks to tiS in an idiom which is in every-
day use on both sides of the Atlantic. She projects a 
kind of childlike directness, a naive simplicity which 
readers have come to admire and respect. 
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Lina Sommer (in 1919). 
To understand the art of Lina Sommer, it helps to 
examine some of the aspects of the life of this unusual 
woman, who lived through virtually all of the formative 
years of recent German Rhineland history . Lina was 
already old enough in 1870 to understand what the 
Franco-Prussian War brought to her land, and Bismarck, 
William II, and the Great War of 1914-1918 all affected 
her life and writing style. Unlike the Germans' 
twentieth-century approach to language, she used many 
loan words and expressions . She was very free (like 
other German writers who lived along the French border) 
in the use of Germanized French nouns and verbs in 
the dialect. 3 
Sommer's poetry is quite like that of Paul Munch, 
best known Pfalzer dialect writer to many Americans 
in our twentieth century. They both wrote of local and 
national events great and small . Both treated the 
disasters of 1918 and 1923 with sympathy, minimizing 
them as much as they could .4 Jokes and stories on 
such subjects (and also on war topics) seem a strange 
sort of humor, but both Sommer and Munch could 
smile in all that clutter. 
Lina Sommer was born in the old Imperial town of 
Speyer in the Vorderpfalz, first child of Jacob and Lina 
(Antz) Muller. Her father was a merchant, while her 
mother descended from an old Edenkoben family . Her 
Uncle George Muller (who was "der Onkel Schorsch" 
of the dialect poetry she wrote) had been a volunteer 
in the Franco-Prussian War , and he told the youngster 
his war stories many times over. j From all these- and 
a grandmother who still lived in Speyer after the Muliers 
had moved away-young Lina learned about old Rhenish 
folkways .6 Lina and her younger brother George 
competed in verse-making while both were very small. 
She also earned a reputation by scrounging little 
luxuries for hospitalized soldiers during the War of 
1870; that war, along with the War of 1914, formed 
the theme of numerous poems. The war casualties 
haunted her memory. 7 
Finally she wrote small books of poetry with brief prose 
stories interspersed. 9 
Sommer was always good at using words. She often 
wrote in standard German, but her forte was the 
Pflilzer dialect. Her readers surely do not all agree on 
her literary merits, but they generally agree on one point 
of her style: she is as spare in her verse as was the 
proverbial schborsam deitsch bauer, the frugal country 
farmer. As the following verses demonstrate, Sommer 
manages to say more in lines of three or four syllables 
than most of us do in an entire paragraph lO (selections 
are numbered to correspond with English versions 
which appear separately at end of text): 
Visiting with the dis-
abled of the War 
. .. of 1870. 
""t. 
When Lina was just thirteen her mother died. Jacob 
Muller's second wife proved to be less sympathetic to 
the dialect ambitions of her step-children and Lina soon 
left home and took small jobs as governess to wealthy 
families . This did not suit her taste very well either, 
and in March 1887, at age twenty-four, she married 
widower Adolf Sommer from Brunswick. Eventually 
their children joined his from the first marriage and 
Lina took to producing jingles and rhyming verse for 
them. Her poetry was prolific and varied,8 and through 
her teaching and in community organizations, sht:: 
became known to the local people. They liked her 
writing style and asked her to write for the children and 
to recite in the dialect. By 1892, her hobby became 
her occupation, and items by Lina Sommer, short and 
terse-usually written for children but instructive for 
adults as well-began to appear in the daily newspapers 
or in local journals. Known as " die Sommerfrau", 
her works appeared as broadsides and keepsakes . 
Flowers for the living. 
Laaf barfuss 
Un peif Dir e Liedche dezu , 
Dann vertreibscht Dir die Sorge 
Un- schbarscht aa die Schuh! 
Blumme im Dod 
Die schdimme nit heiter-
Bring Blumme ins Lewe-
Sell is gescheidter. 
Des Lewe is ka: Kinnerschpiel, 
Zu greine, dozu g'hdrt nit viel, 
Dochfescht gewehrt unfroh gelacht, 
Sell is es, was de Mensche macht. I I (1) 
Lina Sommer had long since learned how to laugh 
through her tears, to smile instead of complaining, to 
be young in heart and free-spirited. She found all that 
and celebrated the humane old Pfa:lzer virtues also. 
She had found the real answer: "Wann mer genung 
lacht, braucht mer nit weine" (laugh enough, then one 
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need not cry). What kind of refreshing humor was 
this? At least one of her friend s had the answer: 
" Echter Humor , d .h. , den Lina-Sommer-Humor" 
(Real humor may well be called Lina Sommer humor.) 12 
Even when she had become e tabli shed as a dia lect 
poet, she sometimes fooled visiting strangers . They 
expected a girl of perhaps twenty-two, " a echti Pa lzer 
Krott, " to use her own expression . In fact, that better 
described a grand-daugh ter than it did Lina just then . 
Fritz Romhildt-Romeo renowned Baden local poet, 
after a visit to her at Weinheim in 1916, said it this 
way: 13 
Wann vunn der Lina Sommer 
i\ls was im Blattle steht, 
A so a liebs Gedichtel 
Do hab ich halt mei Fraad! 
Die schreibt so schlicht, so goldig, 
Was for Eifall hot! 
's is gewiss a junges Madel, 
A echti Palzer Krott. 
lch seh ihr liewe Aage, 
Den klane Karschemurid, 
Die ZOpp an ihrem Kopple 
Un d' Backchen rot un rund! 
Na-wie mer sich kann arre! 
's is alles garnit wohr, 
Se zahlt schunn iwer fufzig 
Un hot melierte Hoor. 
Unn 's Klaanst vunn ihre Kinner 
Is langscht schunn kunfermiert, 
Dock wann Ihr glaabt dass dodurch 
Die Fraa bei mir verliert-
Dann seid Ihr letz am Bannel! 
Jetzt hab ich se erscht recht gern, 
For mich is se am Himmel 
De schanschte Palzer Schtern! (2) 
It may well seem that the life which was spelled out 
in her poetry must be the work of an easy-going, 
practical-joking, local-color author. It sounded like a 
country idyll framed by brodtwarscht, lewerknepp, un 
quetschekuche (sausage, liver balls and plum cake), but 
never concerned with real toil nor with life's basic 
tragedies. Interesting assumption but highly inaccurate 
if measured by the actual experience of Lina Sommer. 
The sawmill-furniture complex which the couple owned 
before the last decade of the nineteenth century suffered 
a gigantic boiler explosion, disabling their industrial 
operation for a time. Income ceased while costs con-
tinued to mount, so Lina took a job to help meet 
family expenses, a position with a local publisher. Now 
she was exposed daily to copy, to typesetting and to 
books. When the family lived in Koln, the City Desk 
of the Kainer Zeilung assisted her in getting small items 
printed in the newspaper. Some of that was prose but 
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much was rhyme in Sta ndard German. Her famil y 
regarded her work with pardonable pride. 14 
Her first book, Schtillvergniegt, reflected the many 
moods of a youngish ho usewife whose head literally 
buzzed with melodies of Mundartstane; it was published 
by the Hermann Kayser Publishing Company of Kaisers-
lautern in 1896. 15 Her lifespan very nearly coincided 
with that of Soll y Hulsbuck (Harvey E . Miller) of 
Eastern Pennsylvani a. H e also had a book publi shed 
early in life and then let subsequent works remain 
unpublished for years, even longer than she waited .16 
Sommer eventually published through several different 
presses from there to Munich. No other printing es-
tablishment delighted and supported her more than did 
Kayser. In a number of situations in later life, she 
expressed gratitude for the ass ista nce she had received 
from Kayser. 
Severa l of the items which originally appeared in 
Schtillvergniegt in 1905, have, by 1984, achieved a kind 
of folki sh immortality. That is due, at least in part , to 
the universality of their appeal and to the warmth and 
melody of dialect express ions she has used. Thus a 
song much in current use among folksingers in the 
Pfalz today is "Unser Palzer Lannel." 17 So wide-
spread is its use and so thorough has been its acceptance 
as a vernacular entity, that many PfaIzers fail to recognize 
it as Sommer' s "Unser Palzer Landche." 18 Our poet's 
original version simply used the other diminutive form, 
more common to her in her native area but, especially 
when terminal word, more difficult to sing. Her 
phrases are felicitou s: 
The Palatinate Rhineland vii/age. 
'S gibt ka schaner Uindche 
'S gibt ka liewer Uindche 
Als die kIa, die goldig Pa lz am Rhei, 
Wo der Wei so mu nner 
Rutscht die Gorgel nunner, 
Ei, wer mecht nit gem e Palzer sei? 
Wo die Schnoke geige, 
Wo die Sorge schweige, 
Wo fidel mer si n, uf Schritt un Tritt, 
Dann , en bess' re Droppe, 
Als ' n Palzer Schoppe 
Gebt im ganze deitsche Reich es ni t. 
Wo die liewe Madcher 
Flink wie Schpinneradcher 
Un so fri sch, un munner sin , un fro h; 
' S G'sichtel wie e Appel, 
Hor nor ihr Gebabbel , 
Hut dei Herz sunscht brennscht De lichterloh. 
Wo die Appelkrabbe 
SCM un hell gebacke 
Noch die Mamme ihre Kinner gibt. 
Wo mer Worschtmarkt fe iert 
Un uf Darkem schteiert 
Un die Kerwe iwer alles liebt. 
Wo mer mit der Gawwel 
In sei PaIzer Schnawwel 
Schtoppt die Lewerknopp mi t Koppsalat , 
Wo mer Hoppe zoppe 
Un die Ganscher schtoppe-
Un die Knackwarscht schmecke delikat. 
' S gibt ka schaner Uindche 
' S gibt ka liewer Uindche 
Als die kia, die goldig Palz am Rhei, 
Wo der Wei so munner 
Rutscht die Gorgel nunner, 
Ei, wer mocht nit gem e Palzer sei? (3) 
Other efforts from this book fall easily in to the cate-
gory of actual and potential folksongs; they virtually 
sing themselves onto the blank music page. 
Given that universal folksong, the most famous selection 
from Schtillvergniegt is the short article "Palzer Eck im 
Himmel" (Palatine Corner in Heaven) which has come 
to be read and heartily enjoyed by Palatines every-
where-by all circles of society in all corners of the 
earthly Pfalz today . In many ways, this work suin-
marizes their love of home and the supreme confidence 
that nowhere on earth is there an equally fine spot. 
Does not even Heaven grant special recognition? 
Sommer has the true ability to catch the very person-
ality of all Palatines and with it, she expresses herself' 
most accurately. This is what makes her a great 
regional poet. 19 
Still she is always full of surprises, common and 
even coarse, but the eternal neighbor : concerned and 
with best in terests in mind , though gossip is not 
altogether distan t from her mind . P erhaps the best 
thing about her poetry is her simple straightforwardness, 
earthy as a fa rm girl, yet sophisticated in her blunt-
ness. 20 In a poem entitled " Wieddersehe" she wrote: 
fio nbefd)iittle - 1Hif; un Seifjer - -
's ge ~ t iiom fd) un bord) m arf lin 8 00'. 
(Widdersche) On meeting again when there is as 
much news to catch up. 
"E Gewidderdunnerkeitel 
Jacobb, Du! Wo kummscht dann her? 
Seit mer' s letschtmol uns g'sehe, 
Sin es siwwe Johr schun her! 
Sag, wie schteht's mit Deine Wingert-
Sin se all recht schaa: im Schtand? 
Un was mache dann Die' Acker-
Wieviel hoscht an Morge Land? 
Is Dei ' Duwack gut gerote, 
Un rentiere dich Dei Kuh? 
Hoscht De Gluck mit Deine Hinkle 
Un Dei 'm annre Feddervieh? 
Wieviel Gaul dhuscht D'r dann halte-
Hoscht De aa recht fette sau? 
Warscht De mit der Ernt zufriede-
Is Dei ' Schtall schaa: in der Reih? 
Hoscht De Dein Prozess gewunne?-
Intressiere dhut's mich aa, 
Ob se g'sund sin-Dei' sechs Buwe, 
Un ob se noch lebt-Dei' Fraa?" (4) 
With all her commonsense attitudes, she had to cope 
with life's many tragedies . After only seventeen years 
of contented marriage, her husband died in 1904. She 
was left wi th their sons, her Buwe, as she continued to 
caIl them.21 The folk motto "Smile through the 
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tears," became her daily strength and hope. The 
widow's family lived briefly in Munich, then for a while 
in Weinheim. Sommer spent long years of illness in 
Karlsruhe but enjoyed many happy years in Jockgrim 
before and after her long illness. 
When family concerns made their demands on her, 
she attended to them, even when a real chore. But 
by 1910, her intense concentration upon dialect writing 
was never diverted for very long. Lina wrote prodigious 
amounts, almost as one possessed. Could she have felt 
that she had only a little time left? Or was there some 
other compelling urge? We can only conjecture. 
However, by means which seem to have been natural, 
she developed a talent for producing bold, quick accurate 
vignettes , not at all unlike the painting of Durer, 
Breughel or DaVinci. Lina Sommer caught people, 
young and old, busy and lazy, rich and poor, in the 
streets and alleys in her writing. She sketched them in 
abrupt phrases, clearly understanding their ambitions 
and their shortcomings . For example, "Der Fritzel, 
'so e kliiiines Kerlche" was a street urchin whose mother 
worked as seamstress. Young Fritz missed school one 
day with no excuse and was properly reprimanded by 
the stiff teacher: "Was jallt d 'r ei', des geht nit so!" 
Fritz was a proud, self-assured young fellow and one 
can just see him give the teacher a look of contempt as 
Sommer gets him ready with these words: 22 
Des Biibche, schtolz als wie e Prinzche, 
Des lacht un lacht,-der helle Schtaat,-
" Ich hab, waass Gott, nit kumme konne, 
Herr Lehrer , mir hiinn g 'heierat'!" (5) 
No veneer, no facade, just the simple words of a child 
and Sommer has charmed us all. 
Lina Sommer had one dear wish, which she continued 
to hold close: that people might read and enjoy her 
verse. That stood her well, even in her own suffering 
and through the worst days of loss, sorrow and pressure. 
She had lived during some of the best days Germans 
ever enjoyed; why allow herself to be depressed or 
defeated by the indignities and reverses of 1918 or 1923? 
She wrote well and she knew it. Perhaps it was her 
verse with all its contradictions and even silliness which 
allowed her to hope. And perhaps her verse made it 
just a bit less oppressive for dear friends and neighbors: 23 
Ich mochte mir wiinchen, dass Jedermann, 
Der ein Buch von mir liest, sich dran freuen kann. 
Und dass er, wenn auch nur fUr kurze Zeit, 
Seine Sorgen vergisst und sein Herzeleid, 
Und das er beim Lesen fUhlt: die das schrieb, 
Die denkt auch an mich und die hat mich lieb! (6) 
As a youngster, Sommer had liked to pick and choose 
among the apples she bought from an apple lady, but 
the latter took a dim view of that childishness. She 
turned on the girl in a way the chastized child would 
long remember. Lina eventually wrote about it in a 
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poem called " Die Appelfraa" published in 1922 in her 
book E Palzer Blummeschtreiss '1. 24 
Bei einem alten Miitterlein 
Kauft' ich als Kind mir Aepfel ei n 
Und sucht' aus ihrem Korb heraus, 
Mir stets die allerschonsten aus. 
Der Aepfelfrau war das nicht recht, 
Sie schalt mich denn auch gar nicht schlecht: 
"Du freschi Krott! 
Was fallt dir ei? 
'S ward nix eraus g'sucht, meiner Treu, 
Mer nemmt's, aa wann's aam nit recht basst , 
Wie's unser HerrGott wachse lasst!" (7) 
What a philosophy for life: take things as they come; as 
God made his gifts, so let them be! One doesn't try 
to change all that. The biographer of Sommer found 
those expressions to be typical Lina-Sommer-humor 
and her conclusion does seem logical. 25 
During the era of World War I, the small personal 
books of Lina Sommer continued to appear occasionally. 
Some of them were published under the imprimus of 
Hermann Kayser , but others emanated from Stuttgart, 
Munich or Lahm, or were issued by Marnet in Neustadt. 
Nemm es mit, es Reut Dich nit came from Marnet , 
followed by Fur Dich, Palzer Humor, So Sache, and 
perhaps most delightful of all, E klan Priisent. The 
outstanding ability of Lina Sommer to write succinctly , 
being spare in words and syllables may best be demon-
strated by an item or two from So Sache. 26 First, 
"Die Bawett, Millichmadche": 
Brinln lo5.thM'ber, m Ii nth.no 
A very special book. Elkiin Prasent 
E Gesichtel, 
Kugelrund, 
Rote Backe, 
Kerngesund. 
Laaft so flink 
Vun Hclus zu Haus, 
So gediege 
Sieht se aus. 
Naa, se trubt 
Ka Wasserle, 
Nor die Millich 
Wassert se! (8) 
In like manner, though in a much sharper tone, you will 
find-in a poem called "1m Eifer"-the cutting remarks 
of two rivals at a small village dance. Lina Sommer 
will take such an ordinary situation, drive home the 
points she wants to make, retain the interest of the 
reader and still direct our sympathy in the direction she 
chooses: 27 
's Lenche geht danze, 
Es hot aa 'n Schatz,-
's Lottche mag Kaaner, 
's is arm wie e Schbatz. 
Lena and Lotte spar a bit, but in the end, it is Lotte, 
the poor girl, who gets in the really telling shot: 
Wann ich dei Geld hatt 
Dann wollt ich,-o mei,-
Viirzig Mol,-glaab mer's, 
VERHEIRATschun sei!!! (9) 
In her many and varied works, Die Sommerfrau 
accomplishes more in a short space than do many 
authors in convoluted sentences. Never is she better 
than in her small wartime book, E kliin Priisent, which 
may well be her chef-d'oeuvre. She describes the young 
and the old, the female war volunteer, and the shattered 
veteran. In her own unobtrusive way, she reminds us 
just what the costs of war really are. Master of meter, 
rhyme and sound, she chooses her words as carefully 
as did Edgar Allan Poe, Wolfgang von Goethe, or John 
Birmelin. When you read her work, you find she has 
a great deal in common with them. 
The touch of a real folk poet is visible in the deft 
treatment of quite ordinary events and occasions. The 
unobtrusive observer of daily feelings and concerns, 
Lina manages to excite attention without arousing 
anger;28 here she talks about "E Klan Prasent": 
So e kJanes altes Buchel 
Hut die Grossmama gar gut, 
's Dorche is dozugekumme, 
Wie se's schtill betrachte dhut. 
"Wo se's herhatt," wollt es wi sse, 
Hot gebettelt un geq uallt, 
Un die Grossmama, die gude, 
Hot em Enkelkind verzahlt, 
Dass der Grossbaba des Buchel, 
Wo so lieb ihr is un wert, 
In de goldne Jugendzeite 
Ihr als erscht Prasent verehrt! (10) 
So skillful is the author in her portrayal of the human 
frailties of an aging generation, that she gives no in-
dication of her own age as she relates her poetic tale. 
Under just those circumstances, an admirer like Rom-
hildt-Romeo might completely misjudge her age. 
A few pages further into this very same book may be 
found this touching reminder of war as a test of humanity 
and of human endurance. Considering the vile pictures 
of Germans as Huns which World War I produced, it 
is useful to see that soldiers, relatives, and friends are 
very much the same, no matter on which side of the 
military coalition one stands .29 In "Ihr Erschter 
Gedanke" this is just what Sommer shows us: 
The Widow 
Schmitt outside 
her house. 
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Die Wittfraa Schmitt steht uff der Schwell 
Vun ihrem klaane Haus. 
Sie denkt an ihren aanz 'ge Sohn, 
Der lang im Feld schun drauss. 
Sie macht sich doppelt Sorg urn ihn, 
Weil er so schwach,-so zart,-
Un weil er-schun als kJaaner Bu-
Vun so 're schtille Art. 
Kummt e Soldat die Gass eruff, 
So braat,-so schtolz,-so rund,-
Hot Urlaab uff e korze Zeit, 
Is luschtig un gesund . 
's alt Fraache denkt: Wer is jetzt des? 
lch kenn se all-o mei'....!.... 
Der schtammt ja nit aus unserm Ort-
Des muss e Fremder sei'! 
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Jetzt macht er halt vor ihrer Dhiir 
Un presentiert ' s Gewehr : 
"Ei Mudderche,-lieb Mudderche, 
Sag-kennscht mich dann nit mehr?" 
Die Wittfraa Schmitt hot wie e Kind 
Gelacht un aa gefiennt: 
"Mei' liewer Bu-o wann Dich doch 
Dei Vadder sehe konnt! (11) 
One of the marvels of perception Lina Sommer had, 
was her ability to size up people and then describe them 
in her very sparse rhyme. It is an ability few poets 
really have, yet to Sommer, it seems to come quite 
naturally. It is as though we have found our way into 
a small studio of Leonardo da Vinci at a time he is 
practising details of a portraiture of everyday street 
people. Here, for instance, is an'indomitable character 
we have all known at one time or another, 30 " Alt 
Jiingferche" : 
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The Old Dependable, eternally young 
and interested in children. 
Lieb un hold, 
Treu wie Gold. 
Aage jung un frisch un klar. 
Jederzeit 
Hilfsbereit, 
Herzel warm un froh un wahr. 
Dient un pfiegt, 
Troscht un hegt. 
Helft un schteiert jeder Not-
Scheut Kaa Miih, 
Schbat un friih-
Guder Hausgeischt bis zum Dod! (12) 
Much of what Frau Sommer wrote carried surprise 
endings, as though she was stating some kind of poetic 
practical joke. Ofttimes in the course of a poem, the 
real thrust of her poetry is not even vaguely apparent 
until the end of the work, perhaps in the final stanza of 
a lengthy item, or in the very last line of a shorter item . 
And if, in the process, she manages to encourage old-
fashioned frugality as a virtue, she has a double-edged 
weapon. In "Hinnerscht-Vodderscht," for instance: 31 
The new hat, Sunday style. 
"Was-fufzig Mark der neie Hut, 
So kla un doch so dheier-
Naa, liewi-ich begreif Dich nit!" 
So knoddert der Herr Meier . 
Sei' Fraa segt: "Reg Dich doch nit uff 
Un mach Der doch kan Kummer, 
Ich kumm jo mit dem aane aus 
De liewe lange Summer. 
Es is wahrhaftig nit dewert, 
Dass De lang dobscht un wederscht, 
lch trag 'n Werkdags vorne 'rum 
Un Sunndags-hinnerscht-vodderscht!" (13) 
The style of her writing, the nature of her subjects 
and the lilt of her verse all lend themselves well when 
considering material for contemporary folksongs . Thus 
Hermann Jager and his family singing group, while on 
tour in America in July 1980 (and again in 1984) utilize 
some Sommer lyrics to create carefree songs:3 2 
Nemm dich in acht, 
Nemm dich in acht, 
Vor unser Palzer Madcher, 
Die sin so nett 
Un so adrett 
Un draagt sich wie die Radche! (14) 
For a woman who had experienced the harshest 
realities in life to come through in so offhand a manner, 
to deal with quite un-heroic events and to spend time 
celebrating silly routines and small jokes, is most re-
markable. She is outstanding when most casual. 
When she voices the small talk of young people, or 
when she deals with miniscule problems one might not 
even notice-as in "Mei Madche"-no voice of folk 
values is more convincing:33 
Mei Madche hot kaa Wisse, 
Kaa Wingert un kaa Feld, 
Kan Acker un kaa Heische, 
Un aa kan Pennig Geld. 
Doch hot's e herzig Maulche, 
Sell g'hort mir ganz allaa,-
Des Maulche is wie Purpur, 
So nett, so frisch, so schaal 
Un sei zwaa liewe Aage, 
Die leichte schun vun fern. 
So hell as wie vun Sil wer, 
E kiaaner reiner Schtern. 
Treu as wie Gold sei Herzche 
Un dausendfroh un warm,-
Jetzt sag emol noch Aaner 
Mei Madche, des war arm. (15) 
Celebrating everyday joys of the Pfalz was really the 
forte of this dialect poet, even in her aging years. It 
mattered little that her eyes had dimmed or that tragedy 
threatened her own family and her world. She sang 
songs of cheer and of good fortune; she remained 
fresh and aware. Sommer continued to be the voice of 
optimism in her own beloved Rhineland, evoking the 
most exhilarating scenes with her metaphor "Mei Herz 
des Schlacht'n Borzelbaam": 
Wann ich dorch unser Landel geh 
In aller seiner Pracht,-
Wo Dorf un Schtadt-un Berg un Dhal, 
Un jedes Aag am lacht,-
Wo alles wachst un froh gedeiht, 
Wohi der Blick sich wendt',-
In Wingert, Felder, uff de Baam 
E Sege uhne End,-
Die Walder rausche Dag un Nacht 
Ihr ewig-neies Lied,-
Die Hardt ins Dhal erunner grusst, 
Der Rhei voriwer zieht,-
Dann schlagt mei Herz 'n Borzelbaam! 
Ich sag nix weiter als: 
"Ja-Liewer Gott,-Der Maschterschtuck 
Is halt doch-unser Palz!" 34 (16) 
Close to the heart of any Palatine, resident or emigre, 
is the tried and true centerpiece of regional desserts, 
especially as celebrated in the Western Pfalz: Quet-
schekuche (purple plum cake). True, the speciality of 
plum shortcake does occasionally arouse more tempered 
approval in our own day. While on a visit to the 
Pfalz in September 1979, when those small purple plums 
were at their peak, one of the localites confided to me 
that this special concoction raised no enthusiasm in him, 
since it was really "fur den Amis" (for the Americans) .35 
Surely Sommer put it in a different light from that: 36 
Wie ich noch als klani Krott 
Bin in die Schul gegange, 
Do war e Quetsche-Kuchel als 
Mei hochscht un groscht Verlange. 
Do hot mei Mudder oft gesagt: 
"Ich will der's expliziere 
Wie mer e Quetsche-Kuchel macht,-
Bischt gross, kannscht 's selbscht browiere." 
Jetzt bin ich schun e altri Fraa 
Kann selwer Kuche backe, 
Doch,-gebt mer aa aile Muh, 
Ich wass nit,-O Schwerrhacke. 
Mei'm Dag fehlt's nit an Ei un Schmalz, 
Die Quetsche han ka Lucke, 
Ich dhu se als, zum Iwwerfluss, 
Noch fescht mit Mandie schbicke,-
So gut wie mer beim Mudderche 
Geschmeckt der Quetsche-Kuche, 
So werr ich halt mei' Lewesdag 
Ka Schtiickche mehr versuche! (17) 
A tribute to the artistry of Lina Sommer (and a sign 
of kindred souls) has been Anni Becker 's utilization of 
Lina as author of lyrics for Becker's folksongs. "Die 
Pfalzer Krott" -as Becker commonly advertises herself 
in one of Sommer's favorite expressions-has used, 
nearly intact, three poems written by Lina Sommer 
between 1912 and 1925 for folksongs recorded on an 
album entitled Die neuen lieben Lieder, pressed in 1976 . 
Those same items are to be found in a recent folksong 
book by Anni Becker, Schnibberdischnabber, published 
in 1981. Becker's effort, "Wo diejunge Madle stehe," 
is nearly identical with Sommer's, "Wo die junge 
Madcher gehe" 37 which follows: 
Wo die junge Madcher gehe, 
-So war's schun in alter Zeit-
Wo die junge Madcher schtehe, 
Sin die Buwe aa nit weit! 
Ob am Sunndag,-ob am Werkdag, 
Beim Schbatziergang, uff'm Feld,-
9b am Fenschter,-an der Scheier, 
Aaneriaa, ob Hitz, ob Kalt,-
An der Bach un uf de Wisse,-
Un am Bankche vor'm Haus.-
An der Dheer, im Gardeheische, 
Oder weit im Wingert drauss.-
Uf der Blaach, un an dem Brunne, 
Uf'm Berg, un in dem Dal, 
Friih am Morge,-schbat am Owend, 
Alles, alles, ganz egal,-
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Wo die junge Madcher gehe , 
Sin die Buwe aa nit weit. -
10, 0 war eS,-jo, so is es, 
Un so bleibt' s 
In EwigkeitP8 (J 8) 
The second of the songs by Becker based on the poetry 
of Lina Sommer is a hort selection entitled "Die 
Himmelsleiter" :39 
Der Bauer hot e Dochderle, 
Das DOchderle haasst Gretche, 
Es is e lieb, e appelfrisch, 
E herzig Palzer Madche. 
Der Bauer hot aa Haus un Hof 
Kiih - Acker- un so weiter-
Un an dem grosse Scheierdhor, 
Do hot 'r aa e Leiter. 
Die Leiter dhut der Nochbers Schorsch 
"Die Himmelsleiter" nenne-
Warum?- Ich glaab, Ihr liewe Leit, 
Ihr ward's Eich denke konne! (19) 
"Die Himmelsleiter," first appeared in the small book, 
E klan Prasent in 1916, accompanied by its own charm-
ing illustration. 40 As in that poem, so al so there is a 
direct parallel in another: "Liedel," by Lina Sommer, 
underwent a title change by Becker to "Wo die Wald 
is zu End," but it is the very same nature poem with a 
clear boy-girl theme. 41 
In dealing with a local color poet as attractive as 
Sommer, whose various folk statements run counter to 
the harsh realities of her own life, it might appear 
difficult to arrive at a clearly correct assessment of Lina 
as a person. Once again, the direct per on who is 
Sommer, gives us a statement, however unflattering. 
It is a "Selbstportrat" in stark , cutting country dialect: 42 
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Zwaa handfeschte Schtock un an ihre Fliss' 
Zwaa grosse, gefiitterte Schlappe, 
In dene se a ls in ihrer Schdubb 
Dhut hickle un humple un dabbe, 
E schwarzi Brill un e Hohrohr dezu 
Un sunschd noch Schlamassel un Kummer, 
Mei li ewi Seel, sag, wer manscht, wer des is? 
S' is die Dichtern, die UNA SUMMER! (20) 
Later in li fe, she a lso ventured into a kind of retrospec-
tive contemplation . It sounds, in some measure, too 
bizarre, too grim for this bundle of eternal energy, this 
very epitome of "the Spirit of the Pfalz ." Yet here it 
is as she presented it, written quite late in Ii fe, almost as 
though she a nticipated the end. It is her own direct 
statement to her readers which appeared in her book, 
Dess un Sell, at local bookstores in 1922, in the midst 
of that dreadful financial crisis."3 Sommer was then 
nearing reti rement age. "E Draa m" is tender but 
precise : 
Ich hab gedramt ich war geschtorwe, 
Hatt driwwe in der Palz mei Grab 
Wie ich mer schun bei Leweszei te 
So sehnlich des gewiinsche hab! 
1m Draam bin ich spaziere gange 
In 10ckgrim uff de Karchhof naus, 
Un seh un Grab, des stecht die annere 
Bei weitem allmitnanner aus. 
Rechts war unn links e klanes Bamche, 
E VogeJche hot drin gesung, 
Des hot so frohlich unn so selig, 
So sorgelos hot des geklung. 
Unn B1umme ware do gewachse, 
E ganzer Locke-nit gespasst 
Ka stolze-na so b' scheidne, klane, 
Wie' s for de "stille Gaarde" basst. 
Un an der Mauer war e Dafel: 
lch guck mer schier die Aage aus. 
Doch mit'm allerbeschte Wille 
Ich bring den Name nit eraus. 
Do geht e alter Mann voriwer 
Unn wie ich sagte ihn hab g'fragt: 
" Wer liegt dann do begrawe, Alter? " 
Do hot'r freindlich zu mer g'sagt : 
"Do drunne schloft die Lina Summer: 
Still! wecke Se se nor nit uff, -
Die schickt die Blumme als Gedichtle 
Als kliine Gruss zu uns eru ff!" 
"Naa- wie kann mer nor 0 dabbig drame!" 
Denk ich, wie ich bin uffgewacht, -
Hab mer die Aage ausgeriwwe 
Unn hab gegreinf, un hab gelachf: 4 (21) 
Of course, it is true that when she died, she was indeed 
buried in the churchyard at Jockgrim. 
How may we sum up? What was the secret of Lina 
Sommer's great attraction to the readers? Why should 
she be remembered with such fondness by those who 
have read her work at one time or another, often in 
times of stress and doubt? In a few words, she was 
(ina Somm~r 
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APPENDIX-
POETRY INSPIRED BY UNA SOMMER 
by William T. Parsons 
Since Lina Sommer has written poetry which parallels 
the views and values held by Pennsylvania Germans in 
Eastern Pennsylvania, I have undertaken to set down 
my reactions to her works cited on the preceding pages. 
These are not translations, though the thoughts are 
surely similar. One day in the near future, I would also 
like to try Deitsch dialect versions of the same poems. 
Read then and see how well these items fit into the 
vernacular of the everyday life of the Pennsylvania 
Dutch. The numbers in parenthesis refer to equivalent 
items in the text above. 
(1) LITTLE THINGS 
Run barefoot and whistle as you do; 
You'll banish sorrow and save your shoe! 
Flowers at death, they speak no farther; 
But flowers for the living, that's really smarter. 
This life, it is no children's game-
Who listens while we do complain? 
Stand firm and laugh, ~nd laugh again, 
Man's spirit did ideas frame. 
clear in idea and statement. She had an uncanny 
ability to select the word which was precisely correct in 
a particular situation. Her rhyme flowed easily and 
was not forced. More than that, though, her situations 
were real to most of her readers, and when she des-
cribed harsh realities of life, her handling seemed to 
help readers bear their own difficulties just a bit better. 
(2) THE UNEXPECTED 
When works of Lina Sommer 
On pages here unfold, 
Oh, such a lovely poem 
Will bring me joy untold! 
Her writing's facile, golden, 
Yet sudden, in a guise; 
She's surely just a youngster, 
An honest Pfhlzer prize! 
I clearly see her eyes, 
Small cherry lips I've found; 
Pigtails which go around her head, 
And rosy cheeks so round. 
How am I so mistaken? 
For NONE of that is true; 
Already she's past fifty, 
Her hair gray-peppered, too! 
The youngest of her children 
Long since has been confirmed. 
But if you think that, therefore, 
This woman should be spurned-
You're simply on the wrong track! 
At last I've got her right! 
She shines with Heaven's beauty, 
The Pfalzer star most bright! 
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(3) OUR PALATINATE COUNTRYSIDE 
There is no land more splendid , 
Its lovely scenes extended, 
Than golden little Pfalz on Rhine; 
Where mild wine still is flowing, 
Down throats so easy going, 
Who would not want to be a Palatine? 
Where little insects fly yet 
All cares subdued and quiet; 
We're faithful still where-e're we go. 
Then slowly liquid passes 
Into our drinking glasses, 
No better German drink will ever know! 
Where lovely girls come in, 
Nimble as the wheels they spin; 
These girls are really kind and great; 
Like apple, such a sweet face, 
Yet you can hear the tongues race; 
Watch out! Our girls will surely captivate! 
Where the apple cake 
Does wonderfully bake, 
And Mama always gives some to the young; 
With sausage market thriving; 
Bad Durckheim still surviving, 
And Kerwe most beloved Fescht to come. 
At dinner we just shove in 
All the food we're lovin' 
Like liver on a fork into one's snout. 
Where the hops we'rte cutting; 
We fill the geese with stuffing, 
And the knockwurst leaves aroma all about! 
There is no land more splendid, 
Its lovely scenes extended, 
Thall the golden little PJaiz on Rhine; 
Where the mild wine is flowing, 
Down the throat so easy going, 
Who wouldn't like to be a Palatine? 
(4) ON MEETING AN OLD FRIEND 
"Oh golly gee, and holy mack'rel, 
Good old lake! How come you're here? 
Didn't we last meet together-
Full seven-if it's been a year! 
Tell me now, how is your vinyard?-
A goodly yield do you command? 
And-oh yes-how are your grainfields? 
How much do you have in land? 
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Has your tobacco aged well? 
Good production from your cows? 
Had good fortune with your chickens 
And your other feathered fowl? 
How many horses in your stable 
And how many fat'ning hogs? 
Content now with all your harvest-
And with stall-partition logs? 
Did you win your legal battle? 
All your things are my concern: 
Your six sons, are they all healthy; 
And your wife-alive and stern?" 
(5) LITTLE FRITZ 
So proud he was, as if a prince; 
His laughter comments parried,-
"No question of my coming, since-
Dear Sir, WE just got married!" 
(6) DEDICATION 
But let me hope, my readers dear, 
Who reads my book may find good cheer; 
That for a time-however brief-
From care and sorrow brings relief, 
That reading, they may feel anew: 
She wrote for me,-and loved me, too! 
(7) THE APPLE WOMAN 
Sometimes from a little old woman, 
Such apples I bought when a child. 
I looked and I poked in her basket 
For prettiest ones;-drove her wild! 
Objecting to what I was doing, 
She scolded me mildly, then said: 
"Such children! You're never contented; 
Go rummaging, poking instead." 
"My Dear, if you weren't quite so picky, 
You might see what Old-Timers know: 
Accept what may come, nothing tricky, 
Take things just as God made them grow!" 
(8) BABETTE, THE MILKMAID 
Little face so round and small, 
Red cheeks healthiest of all; 
Runs about from house to house, 
Such a pretty little mouse. 
Raindrops never bother her, 
Sloppy weather can't deter. 
Clothing, shoes wet-brings no frown; 
Only milk is watered down! 
(9) LENA AND LOTTE 
When Lena goes dancing 
She looks for a beau; 
But Lotte does neither, 
She's poor, don't you know. 
Comparing their assets 
Won't take very long; 
Though poor Lotte falls short, 
Her answer is strong: 
"If I had your money 
Already I'd be 
Full Forty times married, 
Just take it from me!" 
(10) A LITTLE PRESENT 
Such a little old book, 
Grandma cared for it well; 
When Dora did visit, 
All silent she fell. 
"But how did you get it?" 
She badgered and begged 
'Til dear tender Grandma 
To granddaughter said: 
This book was from Grandpa, 
It's lovely and dear-
The very first present 
That he brought her here. 
(11) HER FIRST THOUGHT 
The Widow Schmidt, upon the sill 
Of this, her tiny home, 
Stood thinking of her only son 
Who to the front had gone. 
She worried much on his account, 
Her frail and different child, 
Who'd always been, since just a lad, 
So quiet, calm, and mild. 
A soldier came along the street, 
Broad-shouldered, proud and prime; 
On furlough for a few short days-
Outgoing, fit, and fine. 
The widow wondered: Who is this? 
I know them all,-oh dear! 
This one has not come from our town. 
No! He's a stranger here! 
The soldier stops right at her door, 
Salutes her with his gun: 
"Why mother, dearest mother, don't 
You recognize you son?" 
The Widow Schmidt, almost in trance, 
Laughs through the tears that flow: 
"My dearest boy, if only once, 
Your Dad could see you so." 
(12) ETERNALLY YOUNG 
Lovely, charming, good as gold. 
Eyes so charming, fresh and clear. 
Helping hands, understands; 
Warm, happy heart brings cheer. 
Sews and cares, tends, forbears. 
Helps until she's short of breath. 
Does not fear, far or near. 
Gracious spirit 'til her death! 
The masterpiece in the Pfalz. 
(13) HINDSIDE FOREMOST 
"What? Fifty marks for such a hat! 
Expensive but so small; 
How Meier's wife got caught like that-
It's not like you at all." 
"Don't get excited," says his wife, 
"And don't get so distressed; 
I'll just make do with this small hat, 
All summer in it dressed." 
"It surely is not worth it 
To bluster and to shout; 
I'll wear it so on weekdays, 
On Sundays, turned about." 
Rural scene near Edenlenken. 
(14) LOOK OUT 
Look out, take care 
For Palat'nate girls so fair! 
Like wheels they whirl, 
They're motion ev'rywhere! 
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(15) MY SWEETHEART 
My sweetheart has no meadows, 
No vinyard nor farm field; 
No acres nor no cottage, 
No farthing cash can yield . 
Her lips are both so charming, 
Belong to me alone; 
Her mouth is almost royal, 
A nice fresh, pretty one. 
Her eyes the most endearing 
Light up from far away; 
They' re just as bright as silver, 
Becoming, I must say. 
Pure gold: that true her heart is; 
She's pleasant-never brash. 
Still, anyone will tell you: 
My sweetheart has no cash! 
Passing Interests 
of a Bachelor. 
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(16) MY HEART TURNS A SOMERSAULT 
Throughout the Pfalz, while travelling 
Along its sunny paths, 
In towns and cities, hill and dale, 
Encounter eyes that laugh . 
Where growing things are well-endowed, 
And where our glances trend 
Toward vinyards, fields and even trees; 
A blessing without end! 
From woods comes rustling day and night 
An ever-changing song;-
The Hardt drops into valley deep, 
The Rhine just flows along . 
Theh my heart turns a somersault, 
My thoughts are often these: 
"Thanks be to God for our dear Pfalz, 
This is His masterpiece!" 
(17) PLUM SHORTCAKE 
When I was just a little girl 
Still going to my school, 
Plum cake was always heart's desire: 
That was my fir m best rule. 
And then one day, my Mother sa id: 
"I've taught you how and Why. 
The way you help me with plum cake, 
Now's time for you to try." 
Fact is, I've grown much older now 
And I bake cakes myself; 
How much the care that I may take, 
Results are something else. 
It 's not that I lack lard or eggs 
And I've got plums enough; 
Prepare all that and even more, 
Grease pan with almond stuff. 
Still, best plum cake and tasty 
Came from my mother' s hand; 
But her plum cake I'll taste no more-
She's in the Promised Land! 
Where the young girls go, boys are not far away. 
(18) WHERE THE YOUNG GIRLS GO 
Where the young girls go, 
As they did in bygone day; 
Where the young girls stand around, 
Boys are never far away! 
Whether Sundays, weekday talks, 
In the fields or taking walks; 
At the window, in the barn, 
Makes no diff'rence, cold or warm. 
By the streambank, in the meadow, 
Before the house upon the seat; 
By the door or at the toolhouse, 
On the vinyard's hillside steep . 
Open field or by the fountain, 
Valley small or great high mountain; 
Early morning, late at night 
All remains the same,-and right! 
Where young girls go, 
Boys are there, or not so far. 
So it was, and so it is now, 
So it will be evermore. 
(19) THE LADDER TO HEAVEN 
The farmer had a daughter once; 
Gretchen was that daughter's name; 
She was lovely, fresh and charming, 
As those girls so often came. 
Father had both house and barnyard, 
Cattle, fields, and so much more,-
In his courtyard stood a ladder 
By the massive old barn door. 
George, a neighbor, called that fixture 
"Ladder-in to-Heaven !" see? 
For what reason? Well dear readers, 
You should know, it seems to me! 
(20) SELF-PORTRAIT 
Two sturdy limbs and on her feet 
Two large and sloppy slippers, 
In which she goes about her room: 
She bumbles, limps and fritters. 
Black eyeglass frames and hearing aid, 
She fusses so and thunders 
My Lord! Who would you think it was? 
The poet-LINA SOMMER! 
Book signature of Lina Sommer. 
(21) A DREAM 
Once I dreamed that I had perished, 
Down in the Pfalz my grave was found. 
That fulfilled my heart's desire: 
There committed to the ground. 
In my dream I went on, walking 
Through the churchyard at Jockgrim. 
In among the graves I found there 
One stood out, perhaps my whim. 
To right and left were little shade trees, 
Birds all singing, did abound. 
Whistling happy and so blessed, 
Birdcalls have a carefree sound! 
Flowers there were growing, blooming; 
Who could tuft or bunch ignore? 
No proud blossoms, only plain ones 
Fit this "resting place" the more. 
On the wall there was a marker, 
Which I searched till eyes did tear; 
Summoned up my true best effort 
But the name remained unclear. 
As an old gent passed nearby me, 
Put to him this question, low: 
"Who is buried there, Old Timer?" 
"Friend," he answered, sure and slow: 
"Over there sleeps Lina Sommer. 
Quiet though! Don't wake her yet! 
She sent flowers in form of poems, 
Little greetings we might get!" 
"How can one have dreams so silly?" 
So I thought when half awake; 
Rubbed my eyes and growled a little-
Funny dream, for goodness sake! 
(22) FUNDAMENTALS 
"I'll never marry in my life, 
But never, no, no, no! 
I want no wife, will have no wife 
Stay to myself alone ." 
"And during all my early years, 
No woman will I court; 
That's for the best, for none's my style. 
They all just come up short." 
(23) LITTLE SONG/ 
AT THE EDGE OF THE WOODS 
At the edge of the woods 
Just where the path turns 
Two lovers hold hands 
And happiness yearns. 
And Fritz starts to tell her: 
"Dear Liesel, do come! 
I'm asking you truly, 
Don't leave me alone!" 
But the moon then comes up 
So the stars all are gone. 
The trees softly whisper: 
"Darling Liesel, go home!" 
So their feet start to shuffle 
And kissing-time ends I 
At the edge of the woods where 
The path slightly bends . 
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GRUNDSATZ 
Dedicated to Annie Becker 
Lyrics by Lina Sommer 
Ich hei • ral in mei'm Le · we nit, 
So mach ich in mei'm Le - we aa 
G 
Music by Willi Parsons 
Harmonized by Joanne Althouse 
F 
Ich hei - rat nil, nil na; 
Kam Ma - de l je die Cour; 
G 
d 
c 
c G 
uU u 
Ich will ka Fraa, ich nemm ka Fraa. 
Un nim-mi so il ve r-hei-rat sci: 
G 
LJ u 
Am' D 
u 
Grund-salz-lich des un scha; 
Ka Grund-sarlo un ka Schnur; 
F G c 
uur 
Ich hei - ral in mei'm Lc - we nit, Ich bleib for mich a1 - la. 
Grund-salz- li ch nit, Ka Schbu r; 
Ich hei-rat in mei' m Le - we nit , 
Ich hei -rat in mej'm Le - we nit, 
Bleib ich mich doch aJ - Hi.. 
Weil dess iss mei Na - dUT! Dess war nit schlecht, dess kam mer recht, 
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Lyrics by Lina Sommer 
c 
1. Ich hab ge-dramt ich war 
2. 1m Draam bin ich spaz-ie-
3. Rechts war un links e kHin-
1 1 
Wie ich mer schun bei Le-
Un seh e Grab, des stecht 
Des not so froh-lich unn 
1 1 
E DRAAM 
Music by Willi Parsons 
Harmonized by Joanne Althouse 
G 
ge-schtor-we, H.lill driw-we in der Palz mei Grab. 
re gang - e In Jock-grim uff de Kruchhof naus 
es Bm - che. E V og - el - che hot drin ge-sung, 
n 
wes-zei-te So sehn-lich des ge-wunsh-e hab. 
die ann're Bci we it-em all-min-nan-ner aus. 
so sel-ig, So sor - ge - los hot des ge - klung. 
G 
4. Un an der Mauer war e Dafel : 
Ich guck mer schier die Aage aus. 
Doch mit'm allerbeschte Wille 
lch bring den Name nit era us . 
5. Do geht e alter Mann voriwer 
Unn wie ich sachte ihn hab g' fragt, 
" Wer liegt dann do begrawe, Alter?" 
Do hot'r freindlich zu mer g'sagt: 
6. .. Do drunne sC;110ft die Una Summer: 
Still! wecke Se se nor nil uff. 
Die schikt die Blumme als Gedichtle 
Als kl.line Gruss zu uns eruff!" 
7. "Naa, wie kann mer nor so dabbig drame!" 
Denk ich. wie ich bin ufgewacht, 
Hab mer die Aage ausgeriwwe 
Un hab gegreint, un hab gelacht! 
G 
WO DIE JUNGE MADLE STEHE 
Lyrics by Una Sommer 
Concept by Willi Parsons 
I. Ob am Sunndaag, ob am Werkdaag, 
2. An de Bach un uff de Wisse 
3. urr de BUiach un aach am Brunne. 
Fenschder an de Scheier 
DieT un drauss im Gaarde 
Morje, spat am Owend, 
Wo die junge Mad- Ie Sle- he, 
Music by Ann; Becker 
Harmony by Joanne Althouse 
beim Spaziergang 
uff·em Banke! 
uff-em Berg un 
uff'm Feld , ob am 
vor em Halls, an de 
dief im Dal , frUh am 
aaner - Hi ob HilZ, ob KiiIt : 
odder weir im Wingert drauss: 
alles, al - les ganz e- gal: 
so war's schun in al-der Zeit, 
D 
r r if 
Wo die junge Mad- Ie sre- he, 
Wo die junge Mad- Ie ge- he, 
D G 
P- T i i 
Ja, so war's, so iss. so bleibt 's aa , 
"So it was, and so it is now, so it will be evermore. ;' 
D 
sin die Bu-we aach nil weit. 
sin die Bu- we aach nit weit. 
D n l} J 
his in al- Ii E- wig- keit. 
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1 
DIE HIMMELSLEITER 
Lyrics by Una Sommer 
Concept by Will i Parsons 
Music by Anni Becker 
Harmony by Joanne Althouse 
I . De Bau-er hot e ' DOchterle, des Doehler-Ie hassI G retche. Es 
2. De Bau-er hOI aach Haus un Hof, Ktih , Acker un so wei-ter un 
3. Die Leiter duht de Nochber Schorsch. die Himmelsleiter nenne. War-
t 
iss e lieb , e ap - pel-frisch, e herzisch's Pal - ze r Ml:tdche. 
an sei rn grosse Scheier-dor. do hot er aach e Leiter. 
E 
r r 
urn? Ich glaab, ehr li ewe Leit, ehr wern' s eich denke kenne. 
Ira-la-Ii un tra - la - lei , hei - di - del-dum dei . 
Zurn 
WO DE WALD ISS ZU END 
Lyrics by Lina Sommer 
Concept by Willi Parsons 
G c G c 
I. Wo de Wald iss zu End, 
Am 
2. Un der Fritz secht : Ich bill, 
1 1 
zwa Hand in Hand 
bill dich recht scha: 
J. J JJ 
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Glick-
loss 
Music by Anni Becker 
Harmony by Joanne Althouse 
F c G 
wo de Weg sich so trennt Slehn 
Liewi Liesel geh mit ! Jch 
D J 
u 
se- lig bei- nand. 
mich nil al- Ia! Ei- a 
J 1 
F 
\t}. 3 
ei-
G F 
114. 
a. 
3. Un de Mond kumrn t eruff 
un die Sterncher gehn uff 
un es rauschen die Bl!m: 
Liewi Liesel, geh haam! 
4. Un uff nichtigem Fuss 
ei - - - - - - - - - a 
gebt 's 'm schnell noch en Kuss 
wo de Wald iss zu End, 
wo de Weg sich so trennt. 
J. 
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"Bring flowers for the living. " 
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. ' 1M 0 t\ R a (I 
by Marion Lois Huffines 
The other day in the supermarket, I was deciding 
which cat food to buy. A woman standing next to me 
was obviously attempting to make the same decision. 
"Is your cat snoopy?" she asked. Not wanting to 
appear unfriendly, I replied, "Yes, I guess he is." 
Snoopy? Was it a name, like the dog in the Peanuts 
cartoon? Did it describe how the cat furtively steals 
around the house? Her parting remark provided the 
context: "My cat is the snoopiest cat in the world. I 
had to bring back two cans of food she wouldn't 
even touch. " 
The incident illustrates a linguistic interaction in a 
community where two languages are in contact. In this 
case, the dominant language English has been affected 
by the receding language Pennsylvania German: English 
has borrowed the meaning from Pennsylvania German 
schniekich and made it a part of its own word "snoopy." 
In bilingual communities where two or more languages 
are in contact, words from one language are easily 
borrowed while speaking the other. Bilinguals, who 
speak most frequently with other bilinguals, borrow 
words to fulfill their communicative needs and rely on 
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their listeners to understand whether the word was 
borrowed to convey information or to assert the speaker's 
ethnic affiliation. Monolinguals learn frequently bor-
rowed words and use them as if they were part of their 
own language system. Indeed, that act itself brings 
about the adoption of borrowed words by the borrowing 
language. The linguistic origin of the word becomes 
an historical incidental as speakers use the borrowing 
as their own native material. 
Borrowing can take several forms. Unintentional 
and undesired borrowing is often a slip of the tongue, 
and listeners may consider such behavior a sign of non-
fluency . Speakers also borrow deliberately in order to 
achieve a mood or effect, a language behavior that can 
be called metaphorical borrowing. In this case, the 
listener must also have minimal bilingual ability for the 
metaphor to be effective. Neither of these types of 
borrowing affects the borrowing language. However, 
if speakers employ native words with borrowed meanings 
or use borrowed lexical items as if they were native 
words frequently and consistently, the borrowing langu-
age then experiences semantic and lexical change. 
Those borrowings become part of its linguistic fabric, 
and they are eligible for the same kind of inflectional 
and derivational processes which affect originally native 
words. 
In bilingual communities where one language is dom-
inant and the other receding, linguistic borrowing occurs 
on the part of both languages. While many studies 
deal with the influence of the dominant language on a 
minority language, few describe the influence in the 
other direction. This study investigates such a com-
munity and describes specifically the influence of Penn-
sylvania German, a receding language, on English, the 
dominant language. 
Procedure 
The following observations are based on tape-re-
corded interviews with 208 Pennsylvania Germans, 19 
to 76 years old, living in a seven county area of eastern 
and central Pennsylvania (see map for distribution). 
The interviews consist of spontaneous conversations 
in English on such topics as farm chores, butchering, 
recipes, home remedies, and one-room school houses. 
The interviews end with questions designed to elicit 
specific vocabulary items; for example, "What kind of 
cheese is white with curds that some people spread on 
bread?" or "What do you tell your daughter when she 
asks for more cookies and there aren't any more?" 
The interviewer suggests a vocabulary item only as a 
last resort . The strongest evidence that a word functions 
in language is, of course, its spontaneous occurrence 
during conversation. 
Background 
The Pennsylvania German community exhibits a 
range of bilingual abilities. The majority of the Old 
Order Amish and Old Order Mennonites speak Penn-
sylvania German natively. These sectarians use Penn-
sylvania German in their homes and communities and 
English in school and in discourse with outsiders . 
While scholars have observed a large number of English 
loan words in the Pennsylvania German of Old Order 
members, they also recognize that the English of the Old 
Order is freer of Pennsylvania German influence when 
it is compared to the English of many non-sectarian 
Pennsylvania Germans. I As a people set apart from 
mainstream American society, they normally interact 
with English speakers only on' a transactional basis . 
The influence of their speech on the English of the 
surrounding area is minimal, and therefore, this study 
does not consider their variety of English . 
Among non-sectarian Pennsylvania Germans, all 
speak English, but abilities to speak Pennsylvania Ger-
man vary considerably . Native speakers tend to be 
elderly. The youngest native speaker in the sample is 
41 years old. Younger non-native speakers tend to be 
nonfluent; they generally learn Pennsylvania German 
from grandparents, great aunts and uncles, not from 
parents, who fear that bilingualism will hinder their 
progress in school. Among non-sectarian Pennsylvania 
Germans, English increasingly fulfills the communicative 
needs in the community, and Pennsylvania German is 
receding rapidly. Some Pennsylvania Germans only 
understand Pennsylvania German and do not speak it; 
others are monolingual English speakers. 2 Still others 
will not admit to having either speaking or comprehen-
sion abilities. 
Although there are Pennsylvania Germans who no 
longer speak Pennsylvania German or who speak it 
poorly, their ethnic affiliation is still apparent in the 
variety of English they speak. Intentionally or not, 
speakers identify themselves as Pennsylvania Germans 
by having phonological or syntactic features or by bor-
rowing words and meanings from Pennsylvania German 
while speaking English. This is acceptable language 
behavior in a bilingual community. If contacts with 
non-Pennsylvania Germans are frequent and intense, 
the bilingual community linguistically influences the 
English of the surrounding areas. Monolinguals out-
side the bilingual community adopt Pennsylvania Ger-
manisms as their own . 
The adoption of minority language vocabulary items 
by the dominant language reflects the closeness of the 
contact between the two cultures and the vitality of the 
minority group. As that group assimilates into main-
stream American society, the pattern of lexical borrow-
ing and influence changes. Concerning the Pennsyl-
vania German community in the American context, 
Hans Kurath observes, "The whole process of inter-
action of languages in intimate contact-the adoption 
of words from the receding language on the part of the 
dominant language and their fading out is part of it-
can be directly observed in this case ." ) 
The forms 
Pennsylvania German vocabulary items which occur-
red spontaneously during the interviews fall into one of 
three main categories: intrusion, metaphorical use, or 
borrowings, either in the form of loan translations or 
direct importations. The first two categories appear 
to depend on the speakers, whose fluencies vary and 
who are also affected by the social occasion of the 
interview itself. The third category represents cases 
where Pennsylvania German vocabulary has become 
part of the English spoken by the Pennsylvania 
Germans. 
Intrusion refers to those cases in which a speaker 
intends an English word but says the Pennsylvania Ger-
man word . Such instances are relatively rare and occur 
generally in the speech of native speakers or of those 
who usually use Pennsylvania German to talk about 
the topic of conversation . The Pennsylvania German 
intrusion essentially represents a speech error, and 
nothing further can be inferred about the influence of 
Pennsylvania German on English. Speakers seem un-
comfortable with the intrusion and offer corrections or 
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apologies; for example: 4 
[t was mehr, more of a square cover. 
My dad always made his own ausage and his own . .. [ can 
only think of the Dutch word pannhaas, terrible . 
Well, they take the abJall meat, well not exactly abJall, but ... 
Clearly, the listener cannot always distinguish a bor-
rowing from an intrusion, as in this example: "You see 
him out with the sens knocking down grass ." The 
unsystematic occurrence of intrusions inhibits their 
influence on English. Monolinguals do not hear the 
forms in consistent contexts and cannot incorporate 
them into their speech. 
Metaphorical use refers to the speaker's deliberate 
selection of a loan word in order to achieve some effect. 
The desired effect is usually humorous, but in some 
cases the speakers want to impress the interviewer with 
their knowledge of Pennsylvania German and to 
demonstrate their membership in that group. Meta-
phorical use, like direct interference, is infrequent In 
the interview situation . Examples include: 
[ can, but [ get verhudde/t every now and then . 
[ used to try to talk to Daddy in that, but he always felt it 
was so verdreht. 
Now [ wish [ wouldn't have been so schtarrkeppich. 
Extra-linguistic cues, such as emphasis or laughter, 
indicate the metaphorical use of the Pennsylvania Ger-
man word. Speakers and listeners recognize that the 
forms are not part of the English code. The listener 
must know not only the meaning of the word, but also 
be familiar with its connotations in the community. 
The metaphorical effect depends on that knowledge. 
This usage also has little import for the development 
of English. 
Loan translations are Pennsylvania German meanings 
and phrases translated into English. The English words 
then express the idea as it would have been in Pennsyl-
vania German. Such usages do not depend on bilin-
gualism but are adapted into the English of the Penn-
sylvania German community even by monoligual En-
glish speakers. Loan translations represent the major 
lexical contribution from Pennsylvania German to 
English: 
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all (PG all) "all gone" 
He's going to have the cookies all. 
cook (PG koch e) "boil" 
[ leave that cook away until there' s only a little in. 
dare (PG darre/e) "to be permitted" 
There was a hill and we dare go sleigh riding. 
hard (PG halt) "completely" 
Cause my mom, oh, she's hard Dutch. 
for nice (PG/er schee) "to look good" 
Others do it for nice like your holstein breeds; its more or 
less for nice. 
once (PG mol) "an intensifier with the imperative" 
Show it to her once. Now wait once . 
This specialized use of once expresses the immediacy of 
interest on the part of the speaker; the form seems to have 
lost any meaning of time in this construction. 
sneaky (PG schniekich) "finicky" (about food) 
I'm kind of sneaky when it comes to meat like that. 
snoopy (English variant of sneaky) 
Cause my children don't eat it; they're very snoopy . 
so (PG SO) "as is, plain" 
No, in lasagna, but not so . [don ' t eat it so . 
such (PG soddich) "a kind of" 
It just had such a door, and this was a little loose. 
till (PG bis) "by the time that" 
Till the end of the day, I' m tired too . 
walk (PG lao/e) "run" (of liquid) 
This valley i a lot lower, and the water'll walk out. 
what for (PG was/er) "what kind of" 
[ don ' t know what for subjects we got. 
with (PG mit) "along" 
We weren't allowed to be with when the funeral was . 
it wonders me (PG wunnert mich) "I wonder" 
Husband to speaker : "Why do you ask that?" 
The reply: [t wonders me. 
not?, ain't?, .hey?, say? (PG gell, net) "not so?" 
Those are like pancakes, not? 
We have a powwow book, ain't? 
Take the skin off, hey? Then pickle it. 
Sometimes you help to stuff the sausage, say? 
This construction is called a tag question and is used to 
make a question out of an assertion . [n English the con-
struction is syntactically complex and involves the auxiliary 
verb of the main clause or a form of do, the pronoun form 
of the subject, and negation if the assertion is. positive or no 
negation if it is negative; for example, "He likes tripe, doesn't 
he?" By contract, Pennsylvania German has a single, un-
alterable form gel/, net or net waahr. Many Pennsylvania 
Germans also reduce the tag question to a single lexical 
form in their English. 
The English forms cited above extend their semantic 
range to accommodate the Pennsylvania German usage. 
All appear to be part of the variety of English spoken 
by the Pennsylvania Germans, and none is perceived as 
foreign to that variety. The fact that they are used 
spontaneously by monolingual English speakers lends 
credence to Albert Buffington's assertion that certain 
usages "are so well established in the English spoken 
in the Pennsylvania German area that they will probably 
survive long after the Pennsylvania German dialect 
itself has died OUt." 5 However, the survival of these 
forms in the English of subsequent generations of Penn-
sylvania Germans and their diffusion into neighboring 
varieties of English are by no means assured. 
The inventory of Pennsylvania German words in the 
spoken English of the Pennsylvania Germans in this 
study is much reduced when compared to earlier pub-
lished lists.6 One suspects that this discrepancy is due 
in part to differences in methodology. However, direct 
borrowings from Pennsylvania German appear not to 
survive the diminishing influence of Pennsylvania Ger-
man in the community. Forms such as toot "paper 
bag," spritz "sprinkle," speck "fat, bacon," rutsch 
"squirm," and verhuddelt "mixed up" do not occur 
spontaneously in the recorded conversations, but almost 
all Pennsylvania Germans interviewed either offered the 
words when asked appropriate questions or enthusiasti-
cally recognized the forms if the interviewer suggested 
them. Other words did not fare as well and seem to 
depend on bilingualism, either in the family or in the 
community. Direct borrowings, such as smearcase 
" cottage cheese, " Fasnacht " doughnut," dappi "clum-
sY," strubbli "unkempt, disheveled ," fress "to eat like 
an animal," schussli "clumsiness due to hastiness" are 
not understood by all Pennsylvania Germans today and 
are especially unknown among young people. Al-
though these loans occur on earlier published lists of 
Pennsylvania Germanisms found in English, they are 
dying out as Pennsylvania German recedes. 7 
Discussion 
The long-standing contribution of Pennsylvania Ger-
man to English in terms of its lexicon is more likely 
to be loan translations and not direct borrowings. 
There are a number of reasons why this should happen. 
Direct borrowings are closely associated with Pennsyl-
vania German and perceived as foreign to English . 
Most speakers feel strongly that it is inappropriate to 
"mix" languages. Some borrowings are simply per-
ceived as humorous, an attitude which is implicit and 
exploited in the tourist industry which fabricates its 
own variety of Pennsylvania German English. In 
school speakers develop strong notions of what is cor-
rect English . These prescriptive ideas affect usage as 
does censure from the non-Pennsylvania German com-
munity. Pennsylvania Germans who say, "The cookies 
are all," and repeatedly hear "All what?" as a retort 
soon begin to say, "The cookies are all gone." Some 
speakers remember when families made their own pann-
has, smearcase, and fasnachts. Today's packaged 
commercial products are different from the homemade 
foods, and speakers do not associate them with the 
Pennsylvania German labels they know. 
Linguistic processes also account for the loss of Penn-
sylvania German borrowings in English. When a 
language has two words that have the same meaning, 
one frequently develops a specialized meaning or usage . 
Several examples appear in the English of the Penn-
sylvania Germans as speakers attempt to distinguish a 
Pennsylvania German borrowing from an English word 
by defining it more narrowingly. Some speakers, for 
instance, define smearcase as cottage cheese that has 
been thinned with milk and beaten smooth; a fasnacht 
as a doughnut without a hole or made from batter 
containing mashed potatoes; speck as the fat on a roast 
or piece of meat. Such semantic specialization inhibits 
the loss of these forms by protecting their functionality. 
However, the opposite phenomenon also occurs: the 
Pennsylvania German words expand their semantic 
range to correspond to English forms: toot defined as 
a paper bag of any size and not only as a small or 
conical shaped one once used to bag unpackage candy; 
strubbli used to describe a person's general appearance, 
not just the hair. The generalization of meaning seems 
to precede the ultimate loss o f the borrowed forms from 
English. Because speakers have exact synonyms in 
English, they no longer need the borrowed forms. 
Pennsylvania German direct borrowings continue to 
survive among bilinguals. However, as Pennsylvania 
German is used less, it is clear that these borrowings 
will pass from the English of the community because 
they conflict with established monolingual norms, be-
cause the cultural items they refer to have changed , or 
because English synonyms have replaced them . The 
loan translations will most likely survive the loss Penn-
sylvania German from the area . They are the relics 
foreseen by Hans Kurath when he observed , " The 
elimination of Germanisms in the English of those parts 
of the Pennsylvania German settlement area in which 
Pennsylvania Dutch has gone out of use completely or 
nearly so is a striking phenomenon. With the passing 
of bilingualism most of the borrowed expressions are 
also abandoned in the local English and only scattered 
relics of the displaced language survive." 8 However, 
as speakers interact outside of the Pennsylvania German 
community independent of the ethnic group, even these 
forms may not survive the concommitant loss of Penn-
sylvania German ethnic affiliation . 
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Cover oj album owned by 
Flora Stevenson Patterson. 
Covers oj two others. 
The lettering and de-
corations oj all Jive 
album covers were 
printed in gold. 
THE AUTOGRAPH ALBUM: 
A VICTORIAN GIRL'S BEST FRIEND 
by Robert P. Stevenson 
Autograph albums have been a part of American life 
for more than a century and a half. Victorian girls 
loved them, and in the late 1800s, young women vied 
with each other in filling their books, asking friends and 
relatives to express their good wishes and sign and date 
the pages. A few girls nowadays still seek autographs 
in the same way. I 
Some treasured albums of the old days are still 
around. If your own family has one or two, better 
take a look at them. The contents-dates, home towns, 
handwriting-can sometimes give extra significance to 
statistical data found in a family Bible, in census 
tables, and in other genealogical resources. 
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Five old albums were loaned to me while I was re-
searching the Stevenson family history . All belonged 
originally to girls who lived, in the past century, in 
Greene and Fayette counties in southwestern Pennsyl-
vania. The girls were members of the family of William 
A. Stevenson, my grandfather's brother. In one of the 
albums I found the missing family name of a long-ago 
bride. I also learned of forgotten travels, and a family 
Christmas party in 1890 came to light. Altogether, 
the albums added to my sense of how and where some 
of my ancestors lived, and it was always interesting 
to see the handwriting and signatures of persons many 
years in their graves. 
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When Eliza went to school in the 
early 1800s she learned to write 
her surname as Rofs, instead of 
Ross. This autograph helped the 
author to determine the name of 
a missing family member-the mother 
of Jennie Shelley. 
Engraving entitled 'The Rustic 
Wreath" illustrated Jennie Shelley's 
album. It was published in the 
early 1850s before photographs had 
become common. 
The oldest of the five albums I examined was kept 
during the decade just before the Civil War, but auto-
graph albums were popular long before that; I found 
a reference to them in an 1841 article in Godey's Lady's 
Book. 2 Written by Mrs. Sarah J . Hale, the magazine's 
editor, the article showed that autograph albums were 
an accepted part of a young woman's life as early as the 
first years of the nineteenth century. In the first 
paragraph of the article, Mrs. Hale refers to "the 
Schoolmaster, as he carefully turned over the leaves of 
Ellen Marvin' s Book of Autographs." 
In those early days it is unlikely that many autograph 
seekers had the good fortune of James Fenimore 
Cooper's young neighbor. The author of The Leather-
stocking Tales took time out to write original verses in 
the autograph album owned by Caroline A. Foote, a 
frequent visitor to the Cooper home in Cooperstown, 
New York. 3 The verses conclude with these lines: 
In after life, when thou shalt grow 
To womanhood, and learn to feel 
The tenderness the aged know 
To guide their children's weal, 
Then wilt thou bless with bended knee 
Some smiling child as I bless thee. 
Encouraged by this success, thirteen-year-old Caroline 
asked Cooper to write album verses for her schoolmate, 
Julia Bryant, daughter of William Cullen Bryant. 
Cooper wrote: 
Charming young lady, Miss Julia by name, 
Your friend, little Cally, your wishes proclaim; 
Read this, and you'll soon learn to know it. 
I'm not your papa the great lyric poet. 
Original verse is seldom found, however, in the 
general run of albums . In the five loaned to me, about 
one-quarter of the persons approached wrote only a few 
words of prose, or perhaps just a signature. Others 
were ready with an appropriate jingle, sometimes im-
perfectly remembered. To help those not poetically 
inclined, collections of verse suitable for autograph 
albums were published . The Godey's Lady's Book 
already cited indicates this. In the final pages of each 
issue, the editor li sted the submitted manuscripts she 
was accepting and rejecting . Among rejects listed in 
the April, 1841 issue 4 was one titled "Album Verses-
To Virginia on Her Leaving Home ." Al so, the 1897 
Sears, Roebuck Catalog Offered Dick's Original Album 
Verses. s This was described as "a very handy book for 
selecting an appropriate verse for insertion in a lady's 
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Frontispiece oj Jennie Shelley's Friendship Tablet 
is a black-and-white engraving oj a castle 
on the Rhine. 
album." Jingles from such sources became known in 
widely catlered areas. Pa sed from album to album, 
the arne jingle often developed many variations. 
Certain favorites eventually became so popular they 
turned into a form of regional folklore. 
The oldest of the five albums that ca me to me wa 
owned by Jane (Jennie) Shelley, daughter of Cyru E. 
Shelley. She was born in Red tone Township, adjoining 
Brownsville, Fayette County, but by the time she began 
her album the family had moved we tward acros the 
Monongahela River to Carmichaels, in Greene County. 
Jennie's book is shaped like a school tablet, and i 
actually called a "Tablet of Friendship" on the cover. 
It is eight inches tall , six-and-one-quarter inches acros , 
and one-half inch thick. Nevertheless, it i just as 
much an album as the fat, elongated booklets in which 
Jennie's daughters later sought signatures. 
Jennie's Tablet of Friendship must have been a prized 
acqui ition for a young woman who became nineteen 
years old on April 4, 1854. It wa , perhaps, a birthday 
present, for the earliest entry i dated jut a few days 
later. Hard cover imulate light brown leather and, 
on the front, straight lines , fancy scroll , an oval sur-
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During an J855 trip down the Monongahela and 
Ohio Rivers Jennie Shelley got these autographs 
in Beaver, Pennsylvania, and Achor, Ohio. She 
visited cousins in both towns . 
rounding the title, and the title itself all were done in 
shiny gold ink, some of which remains to this day. 
The entries show that in May, 1855, Jennie visited 
cousins in eastern Ohio. One can imagine the twenty-
year-old girl setting out from her Carmichaels home, 
wearing a be-ribboned hat above the flounces of her full 
dress, and carrying a fully packed carpetbag. One or 
both of her parents may have accompanied her. From 
her home the family horse and buggy probably carried 
her to Rices Landing to board a Monongahela River 
packet for Pittsburgh, where she would have changed to 
an Ohio River steamer. Album entries show that she 
debarked at Beaver, Pennsylvania, to visit cousins 
named McGregor before going on across the Ohio 
border. In Ohio, Jennie visited her Randolph cousins 
who were then living in Achor (later renamed Negley6), 
East Fairfield, and Westville. In 1855 the Randolphs 
had been in Ohio only a few years, having moved there 
from the farm near Jefferson, Greene County, Penn-
sylvania" where they were born . 
The sentiments written in Jennie's album are mo t1y 
religious in tone, but one-above the signature of J.F. 
Randolph of Achor and dated May 25, 1855-is sug-
· ... , 
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Red and green letters add color to the frontis-
piece of Susan Jeffries' album. The decorated 
spaces scattered through the book also had lots 
of color. 
gestive of the jingles to be found a generation later 
in the albums of her daughters: 
May our friendship ever be 
Guided by sincerity; 
As this album's whole delight 
Permit me here my name to write. 
And Elizabeth Jane Davidson, without giving the date 
or her home town, combined two ideas found many 
times in later years in the albums kept by Jennie's 
daughters: 
When this you see remember me 
Though many distant miles we be. 
May every blessing be thy lot 
I only ask forget me not. 
(Some thirty years later, in a wish addressed to Flora 
Stevenson and written in her album, Louie Kerr, of 
Carmichaels, repeated these same words except for one 
minor change in the second line: "many miles apart 
we be.") 
In late November of 1855, Jennie Shelley made a 
Thanksgiving visit to Ross cousins who lived in the 
Dunkard Creek region of Greene County near the 
Mason-Dixon line, which separated Pennsylvania from 
what was then Virginia, but which later became West 
Virginia. One of the Ross cousins signed her name 
"Rofs," indicating that this was an elderly individual 
who had gone to school in the early years of the 
century when it was still correct to write a double "s" 
as "fs." 
Entries in Jennie's album had stopped before August 
31, 1861. On that date she' became the bride of William 
A. Stevenson, a fuller employed in Clarksville, a few 
miles north of Carmichaels. Three children were born 
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Full-page floral decorations are scattered through 
Flora Stevenson Patterson's album. Here are two 
of them. 
Here are two of several autographs that enabled 
the author to determine that there had been a 
Stevenson family gathering near Greensboro three 
days after Christmas in 1890. 
to the couple before they left Clarksville (about 1866) 
for Athens, Missouri, where the husband and his 
brother, Alfred Presley Stevenson, established a fulling 
mill on the Des Moines River. Some time later, the 
elder daughter, Ruth, wrote in her mother's album: 
Surely I should ever love 
This glorious God who reigns above. 
For very kind indeed is He 
To love a little girl like me. 
On March 25, 1870, Ruth died, still less than eight years 
old. The next year, on June 13, 1871, the mother, 
Jennie, also died and followed her first-born to the 
Athens Cemetery. In 1873, the Stevenson family re-
turned to Greene County, Pennsylvania. There the 
father and his brother, Alfred Presley, bought the 
Greene Woolen Mills, located on Muddy Creek, near 
Carmichaels. 
Three daughters and a son then remained in the 
family, a son and a daughter having been born in 
Missouri. The daughters were Hannah Florence (Flora), 
born February 21, 1864, at Clarksville; Sarah Anne 
(Annie), born December 29, 1865, at Clarksville; and 
Mary F,. born April 30, 1870, in Athens, Missouri. 
Each eventually acquired an autograph album. All 
three albums survive. 
On September 16, 1875, William A. Stevenson took 
a second wife, Amy Worley, of New Salem, Pennsyl-
vania. Amy had a sister, Susanna Worley Jeffries, 
two years younger. Susanna also left to posterity a 
well-filled album. In it, the three Stevenson sisters all 
addressed her as "Aunt Sue." 
Examining the Stevenson sisters' three albums, I 
noticed an unusual number of entries dated December 
28, 1890 at Greensboro, Pennsylvania. Among them 
was an autograph by my father, Alfred Adolph Steven-
son, then only twenty-eight, and several by my Aunts 
Permelia and May . Checking an old calendar, I found 
that in 1890 Christmas came on a Thursday. So I 
could conclude that three days later-on Sunday, 
December 28, members of the William A . Stevenson 
family drove from Carmichaels to my Grandmother 
Stevenson's home at the old glass works, a mile north 
of Greensboro. There, they undoubtedly feasted on 
one of the turkeys that my father's account book shows 
my grandmother had raised that year. (My grand-
father had died a few years before this.) 
Flora, eldest of William Stevenson's daughters, had 
an early introduction to responsibility . Only seven 
years old when her mother died, Flora and her sister 
Annie (one year younger) shouldered household chores 
and the care of their younger brother and sister during 
the four years until their father married again. This 
responsibility may be one reason why Flora waited until 
she was twenty-four years old before interesting herself 
in an album. The earliest entry in her book is dated 
April 5, 1888. In appearance and size it resembles 
those still in use today. Bound in brown leather, the 
album is six-and-one-quarter inches wide and four 
inches tall. The word" Autographs" is printed in gold 
across the front and the pages are gold-edged. On 
the opening page, Flora addressed the following to 
"My Friends" : 
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Pride of penmanship often showed up in oldtime albums. This example is from Mary 
Stevenson 's album. The frontispiece of Mary's album is shown above. 
An album is a garden spot 
Where all my friends may sow; 
Where thorns and thistles flourish not, 
But flowers alone .may grow. 
With smiles for sunshine, tears for showers, 
I'll water, watch and guard these flowers . 
Five floral illustrations in color are scattered through 
Flora's book. Opposite one of them, l.N . Patterson, 
of Carmkhaels, wrote on July 4, 1890: 
In memory's casket, 
Drop one pearl 
For your schoolmate and friend. 
He might have added suitor, too . On October 7, 
1891, in the Carmichaels Presbyterian Parsonage, the 
Rev . J.A. McCrosky pronounced Isaac Newton (Newt) 
Patterson and Flora Stevenson man and wife. For 
more than fifty years thereafter, Newt and Flora lived 
a happy life on their farm between Carmichaels and 
Crucible. They had no children of their own, but they 
adopted two and, over the years, served as father and 
mother to several others. The final entry in Flora' s 
album is undated . It reads: "May your life be one 
bright dream is the wish of your friend and grand-
mother"; it is signed "Eliza Rofs ." Another entry 
in Flora's album is by Sue Ross, who signed herself 
as "your aunt." These names reminded me that 
Jennie Shelley had visited Ross cousins in southern 
Greene County. 
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On first reading the albums, these Rosses puzzled 
me for I then knew of no Ross connection with this 
branch of the Stevenson family tree . But the relation-
ships finally became clear. Family Bible records kept 
by the William A. Stevensons listed Jennie Shelley's 
father as Cyrus Shelley but omitted the mother's name. 
From the foregoing it seems safe to conclude that Cyrus 
Shelley had married the daughter of the lady who signed 
herself as Eliza Rofs. 
Annie's album is a small one, measuring four-and-
three-eighths inches wide, and two-and-three-quarter 
inches tall. A notation inside the back cover indicates 
the book cost twenty-five cents . Those owned by Mary 
Stevenson and Sue Jeffries are larger, both elegant 
affairs; Mary's cost forty cents, while SUe's-truly 
splendid-apparently cost a dollar. The title page of 
Sue's has green and red letters that proclaim it "The 
Aldine Autograph Album." Scattered through the 
ninty-four gold-edged pages are seventeen that contain 
what a blurb on the title page calls "decorated spaces 
and lines for sentiment and name." In Flora's album, 
Aunt Sue Jeffries dates an entry October 22, 1888, and 
gave her home as Dwight, Livingstone County, Illinois. 
Dated entries in Annie's album begin while she was 
only eighteen. 10 It is obvious that she loved her album 
and went about getting autographs with a cheerful 
good will . One can see no less than sixty-eight entries 
in her little book. Of these, only sixteen are in prose. 
Annie herself set the mood by writing on the opening 
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The three Stevenson sisters-Flora, Annie, and Mary-all exchanged autographs. 
Here are two of them. 
page: 
My album is open, come and see. 
What! Won't you waist [sic] a line on me. 
Write but a thought, a word or two 
That memory may revert to you . 
Her father, William A. Stevenson, on January 4, 1885 
continued the rhyming mood: 
No endeavor is in vain 
Its reward is in the doing 
And the rapture of pursuing 
Is the prize the vanquished gain. 
The opening letters of each line and the initials of his 
signature are in ornamental capitals and his fine writing 
reflects the thorough penmanship training often given 
in early nineteenth century schools. 
The albums show that members of the William A. 
Stevenson clan sometimes visited friends and relatives 
in eastern Fayette County . This required a day-long 
trip by horse and buggy almost to the foot of Chestnut 
Ridge. They may have fir st known some of these 
friends in connection with the operation of the Greene 
Woolen Mills at Carmichaels . Writing in Annie's 
album on April 5, 1886, J.H. Mosier gave his address 
as Smithfield , Pennsylvania . The same name and 
home town appear in Susan Jeffries' book under date 
of March 28, 1886, a week earlier. On March 4, 1886, 
Jennie C. Mosier wrote in Sue' s album that she lived 
in Smithfield . By June 18, 1892, according to Flora 's 
book , Jennie had moved to Ruble, a milling community 
about a mile eastward from Smithfield toward the 
mountains. S .E . Moser li sted the same Fayette County 
town as home in Mary 's album . 
Alfred Presley Stevenson located his famil y in the 
Smithfield area after breaking up his partnership with 
William A. Stevenson in the Greene Woolen Mills . 
A grain miller, Alfred Presley worked at his trade some-
where in that area, poss ibly at Ruble' s Mills, an im-
portant milling site for many years. William A. 
Stevenson quit operation of the Greene Woolen Mills 
in 1893 , moved eastward across the Monongahela to 
the Worley farm near New Salem , and died there in 
1902. Thereafter , Amy Stevenson, his stepdaughter 
Mary, and stepson Presley (a photographer) lived in a 
New Salem home . Sue Jeffries operated a boarding 
house in the same community. Thus, the Mary Steven-
son and Sue Jeffries albums abound with New Salem 
autographs. 
In Annie' s album, some variation of the following 
was one of the most popular jingles: 
Your album is a golden spot 
In which to write forget me not. 
Over the years , many persons also touched on the theme 
of suitors and marriage. For instance: 
In the storms of life 
When you need an umbrella 
May you have to uphold it 
A handsome young fellow. 
Minnie Goslin wrote this on April 5, 1888. On the 
December 28 , 1890, visit to the Stevenson home near 
Greensboro , Annie offered her album to Cousin 
Permelia, who made thi entry: 
Long may you live 
Happy may you be . 
When you get married 
Come and see me . 
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Then, on February 13 , 1896, came this warning from 
Mary Grimm: 
When you get married 
And live at ease 
Remember I am si ngle 
And do as I please. 
Just a short time later , Annie did become a bride, at 
the age of thirty. Her husband was John F. Barclay, 
who farmed near Whitely, Greene County. Annie' s 
album closes with the following, written by Myrtle 
Pryor, of Clarksville, Pennsylvania: 
When on this page 
You chance to look 
Just think of me and 
Close the book. 
Annie Stevenson Barclay died November 20, 1909, 
while four surviving children were all less than eight 
years old. The youngest, Ruth, then only nine months 
old, was one of the two children adopted and raised by 
Flora and Newt Patterson. It was Ruth, now Mrs. 
Ruth Long, of Peoria, Illinois, who loaned me four of 
the albums. (The fifth album, that of Flora Patterson, 
has a surprising history. It turned up in 1971 at a book 
fair in Washington, D.C. , and was bought by Mrs. 
Kay Smelkinson who, seeing the names and addresses 
in it, wrote to the town clerk at Carmichaels, Pennsyl-
vania, and offered to return it to any living relative 
of Flora' s. As a result , it finally wound up in the 
hands of Mabel Patterson Stockfisch, of Sharon, Penn-
sylvania, who turned it over to me.) 
Mary Stevenson's album measures seven-and-three-
quarter inches wide and five inches tall. The book is 
bound in a rust-colored leather with black and silver 
printing within incised lines. A page at the front con-
tains the words "Paragon Autograph Album" in blue 
and red printing, surrounded by a border, also in color. 
Dated autographs run from July 15, 1889 to April 28, 
1907, a period of nearly twenty years. Most were 
obtained in the early 1890s while Mary was still in her 
early twenties. Sometime in the year 1900, John R. 
Wirsing, of Haydentown , Pennsylvania, apparently 
in ajoking mood, addressed this to "Miss Mary": 
When you see a frog 
Climb a tree; 
Put on your specks 
And think of me. 
John then turned over the album page and wrote on the 
other side: 
The older the tree 
The tighter the bark, 
The older the boy 
The harder to spark . 
As a jokester, John may have been trying to outdo 
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another young man, H a rry Armstrong, of Carmichaels, 
who on November 19, 1899, had advised "Friend Mary" 
as follows: 
When you are bending 
Over the tub 
Just think of me 
Before you rub. 
On November 4, 1892, M.M. Armstrong of Car-
michaels made this wish for Mary: 
May you be happy 
Each day of your life 
Get a good husband 
And be a good wife. 
The wish was in vain. Mary died unmarried at the 
age of fo rty-six on June 28, 1916, and was buried in 
the graveyard of the Presbyterian Church at New Salem, 
near her father and stepmother . 
If there is any truth in the old saying that for every 
rule there is an exception, then Susan Jeffries provided 
the exception to the rule that it was usually young women 
who kept albums . Susan had been left a widow in 
Illinois and had returned to Pennsylvania before the 
first entry was made in her album on January 19, 1882, 
by her sister, Eliza McCray. Susan was then forty-four 
years old. It would be more than a year until Susan, 
perhaps inspired by the Stevenson sisters, brought out 
her album again. On March 22, 1885, E.W. Black, a 
cousin, dedicated her album on its opening page: 
For you may many friendly hands 
With pleasant rhymes abound; 
And all who ever write herein 
May fortune's smiles surround. 
Susan obtained most of her autographs in 1886, 1887 , 
and 1888. During those years she apparently visited 
widely in Greene and Fayette counties. Among the 
autographs she obtained were those of the Reverend 
Alexander Warden White of Masontown; Jennie C. 
Mosier and J .H. Mosier of Smithfield; John McNatt 
and L.H. Gregg of Carmichaels; Mary F. West of 
Brownsville; Margery Core of McClellandtown; and 
Ruth E. Hazlett , Jose R. Finley , and Worley McCray 
of New Salem. Album entries indicate that in 1888 and 
1890 Susan returned to Illinois for a visit. She then 
put away her album during the 1890s, but brought it 
out again on April 12, 1902, for Edith B. Moss, of New 
Salem, to make this final entry: 
May happiness by thy lot 
And peace thy steps attend; 
Accept this tribute of respect 
From one who is thy friend. 
Susan then still had thirteen years to live. Visitors to 
the cemetery behind the New Salem Presbyterian 
I· 
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Autographs provided for "A unt Sue" by two of the children of William A . 
Stevenson-Presley and Mary-are shown abo ve. Aunt Sue was Susan Worley 
Jeffries, younger sister of William Stevenson 's second wife. Notice how Mary 
turned the page around and wrote "Ever remember our buggy ride. " 
Church can see her gravestone there; she died, it says, 
on May 23, 1915. 
Looking back over these entries-most of which were 
trite or silly (or both)-one may wonder why these 
albums were so popular. For they were popular; these 
and thousands of others like them in homes all over 
the county. Answers, I suspect , can be found among 
the differences in personal lives as lived then and now. 
A century ago most young women were homebodies. 
Travel was difficult and expensive; telephones and auto-
mobiles still lay in the future. Even inexpensive snap-
shots had not yet arrived . A girl could keep in touch 
by correspondence, but how manage to write or receive 
letters from everyone one knew? Visits then with 
relatives and friends were red-letter days. Later, one 
wanted to remember the happiness of those days, 
especially in periods of loneliness . With a well-filled 
album, a girl could remind herself of bygone joys. It 
served to assure her that she had loving friends and 
relatives. The album itself was a good friend . So 
next time you see an old album, pause a bit-and think 
of what a treasure it once was . And probably still is , 
for that matter! 
ENDNOTES 
'While preparing th is article, the author fo und modern albums 
avai lable in a variety store in New Jersey . The clerk there said they 
were bought mostly nowadays at the time of school graduations. 
' Mrs. Sarah J . Hale, "An Evening's Conversation About Auto-
graphs" in Godey's Lady's Book and Ladies American Magazine, 
published in Philadelphia , 211 Chestnut Street, by Louis A. Godey; 
April 184 1, p. 146. 
' Ralph Birdsall, TheStoryo/Cooperslown, 191 7, pp. 251-2 . 
' Mrs. Sarah 1. Hale, Godey's Lady's Book and Ladies American 
Magazine; April 1841 , p . 190. 
' Sears Roebuck Catalog for 1897, p. 342. 
' When the author was unable to locate Achor and ava ilable Ohio 
maps he wrote to the editor of The Review, East Liverpool , Ohio, 
who referred the letter to Joan Witt , a trustee of the local historical 
society. She replied that Achor is now named Negley and is located 
in Middletown Township . 
' Samuel F. Bates, History a/Greene County, Pennsylvania; p. 695. 
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COBWEBS ON MY MIND: 
UNTANGLING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS 
by Jane Adams Clarke 
In one of the many excellent articles appearing in 
Pennsylvania Folklife regarding the mass exodus of 
German speaking people to this country during the 
18th Century, was found a clue to one of my ances-
tors. This small paragraph appeared in the Spring, 
1972, issue of the magazine, in the article " American 
Emigrants from the Territories of the Bishopric of 
Speyer", by Werner Hacker, translated and edited 
by Don Yoder: 
Johann Waydman , of Marientraut, with wife and 3 
children (daughter 9, little daughter, and baby son) 51 
florins property, manumitted to go to America, July I , 
1729. Appears in the same ship list (Strassburger-Hincke 
List lOA, B, C) as Josef Brunner and Christian Gotz 
(endanner). All three took the oath of allegiance on Sept-
ember 15 , 1729.' 
To digress just a bit, as those of you who have 
been hooked on genealogy know, one thread leads 
to another in the mad cobwebs our ancestors wove. 
My interest in genealogy was first kindled as a young 
child when my great -grandmother, Clara Faunce 
Raynor, told me tales of her grandmother, Delilah. 2 
I was fascinated. According to Clara (and later 
confirmed by her nieces), Delilah had three husbands. 
The first, Philip Dennison, was the father of Clara ' s 
mother, Julia Ann. The second, a man named 
Artman, had a son Jabez, who mayor may not 
have been Delilah's son. The third, Thomas Han-
nagan, was the father of Delilah's son, Thomas 
Hannagan. It is not clear whether there were other 
children or not. 
Delilah Hannagan died in 1896 at the age of 88 .3 
In 1850, according to the census , she was with 
Thomas Hannagan and several Hannagan children 
in Philadelphia . Other than that, I have no definite 
proof of her background. My delightful octogenarian 
cousins (Laura Fisher Degunther, Delilah Callaghan 
Goldbaugh, and Minerva Owens Epstein) informed 
me that there was a Grandmother Sine; one thought 
this was Delilah, the others were not sure who she 
was . Hannah Sine lived with Julia Ann and her 
husband, Jacob Faunce, in 1860.4 She was old 
enough to be Delilah's mother, so I assumed she 
was. However, a Delilah Barnes married a Jacob 
Sine in 1830 at Whitpain Reform Church. Could 
this be Delilah with yet another husband? Her 
daughter, Julia Ann Dennison, was born ca. 1826. ' 
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The next thread led me to Jacob Faunce, Delilah's 
son-in-law. Jacob was a member of the Fishtown 
Faunce family, of which there are many. I believe 
the progeniter of this branch of the family to be 
Henrich FansslFahns, who with his wife, Maria 
Veronica Schneider, had a child born in 1762. 6 Hen-
rich is listed as "of the Palatinate." But, again, I 
reached a tangled thread, so this research has been 
tabled. 
Jacob 's death certificate indicates his mother was 
Hannah Lichte!. 7 This thread though difficult to 
unravel, gradually gave and stretched on and on 
though excruciatingly slowly. Hannah was born in 
1801,8 the daughter of Jacob LichteVLeichteVLichtly, 
and Susannah Meyer/ Myer/ Moyer. Probate and 
Church records eventually showed that Susannah 
was the daughter of George and Hannah Meyer . 9 
Census and death records indicate that both Susannah 
and Jacob were born in Montgomery CountY, IO which 
at that time was part of Philadelphia County. 
Jacob Lichtel's parents were Martin Lichtel and 
Catharine Weidman." Catherine l 2 was the daughter 
of Jacob and Veronica Weidman/ Waydman/ Waid-
man/Whiteman. The clue to her ancestry appeared 
in Orphan Court proceedings in Philadelphia in 
May of 1767, 13 when her brother, Andrew Wideman, 
petitioned the Court to partition the land of his 
father, Jacob, who had died intestate about eight 
years earlier. The petition stated that Jacob left a 
widow, Veronica, who had since married Matthias 
Kearney (Kern) . Jacob's other children were George, 
Jacob and Catherine. A release of her rights to 
this property was signed by Catherine and her hus-
band Martin Little (Lichtel). The petition also noted 
the interest and claim of the grandmother of the 
petitioner, Phyllis. Further investigation led to an 
entry in Patent Book P 1, page 201, dated 8 May 
1782, which indicated that this land was warranted 
to John Whiteman, 27 January 1738, and to Jacob 
Whiteman by application 14 March 1746. The 
property, known as Fairfield, was in Frederick 
Township. 14 
Through the process of elimination, I concluded 
that the John and Phyllis referred to in these trans-
actions were the Johannes Weightman and Maria 
Phillis Whiteman who arrived in Pennsylvania on 11 
September 1729 on the ship Allen,1 5 as referred to 
in Hacker's article. 
Now began my search for the European home of 
Johannes and Maria Felicia (Phyllis) Weidman. I 
spent some time looking for Marientraut, without 
much success. Eventually, I learned that Mariantraut 
was the castle of a Prince Bishop which existed 
until 1729. The territory of the Amt Mariantraut 
included the town of Klein Schifferstadt in the 
Pfaltz. 16 Since others mentioned in Hacker's article 
were from Klein Schifferstadt, I wrote to the church 
authorities, and was able to verify that Johannes 
Waydman and Maria Felicitas, the daughter of Lud-
wig Wirth of Hassloch, a nearby town, had married 
and had children . 17 Subsequently, I had a local 
German researcher check into these church records . 
An unsolved problem is that there is no infant 
son in these church records that was born ca. 1728-
29. I was fortunate enough to locate Werner 
Hacker who checked the records in Karlsruhe again, 
and assured me that they did contain a reference to 
a baby son. He also sent me copies of the Manu-
mission papers and the transcript of the Protokol of 
the Bishopric of Speyer, 18 which are appended to 
this article. There is no doubt that Johannes had a 
son, Jacob, as evidenced by the Pennsylvania records. 
He had two sons named Jacob baptised at Klein 
Schifferstadt. The youngest one, born in 1725, died 
as an infant. The other was born in 1717. The 
family certainly had a propensity for the name 
Jacob. The oldest was still living when the youngest 
was born! I believe that either the Protokol was in 
error and there was no baby, but an older child, or 
that the first-born Jacob came over later and settled 
with the family. It is possible that a baby had not 
been baptised, which appears unlikely, or that the 
record appears in another church whose records 
have not been searched. If this is so, then there 
would have been yet another Jacob! The church 
records also indicate that Johannes was married 
twice, his first wife being Anna Ottilia, the widow 
of Jacob Gitzendanner. Christian Gotzendanner, 
also on the ship Allen, was their son, and Johannes 
Weidman's step-son. 
Since finding the above information, I have been 
in contact with David Getzendanner, whose excellently 
written history Getzendanner Familie Giezendanner, 
mentions the relationship of not only the Weidmans 
and the Getzendanners, but also the Bruner and 
Thomas families, as well as others from Klein Schif-
ferstadt. These families all settled in Maryland 
after probably a brief stay in Pennsylvania. 19 
In addition to all the loose threads mentioned 
previously. there is another that has just been dis-
covered dangling enticingly in front of me. Casper 
Kamp/ Kamm/ Kampf, was an emigrant to Pennsyl-
vania. He has been traced to Eppingen, by Annette 
Kunselman Burgert in her marvelously researched 
book, Emigrants, Volume 1, The Northern Kraich-
gau. 20 Casper had a daughter, Barbara Pfaltzgraf, 
and a younger daughter, Veronica. Jacob Weidman's 
wife was Veronica, and Jacob was the Executor to 
the Will of Barbara's husband, George Pfaltzgraf. 21 
And, a son and daughter of Christian Getzendanner 
in Maryland married into a Kamp family22 ... could 
it be possible ... ? Here I go again! 
Excerpts from the records of the town of KIein-
schifferstadt, tapes No. 61111682 and 11683 : 
Excerpted from Protokolle by Werner Hacker. 
Translation by Robert G. Adams. 
61111683-May 2, 1729, describes how four Cal-
vinistic families wishing to emigrate from Schif-
ferstadt to Pennsylvania, including Brunner, Goet-
zendammer, and Johann Weydmann, and many 
others, "propose to travel by boat to Mannheim 
on the first or second of this month. They have 
sold their property to Catholics. An opportunity 
to get rid of four Calvinistic families, and thereby 
acquire four good Catholic landowners, is too 
good to be passed up. It is to our interest to 
see that there is no delay in granting the manu-
mission, and to do all we can to speed their 
journey." 
The mayor wrote, "Let us proceed as you have 
advised-Heusenstam, May 1, 1729." 
On May 16, 1729, the agent wrote the follow-
ing regarding a revision to the records of a 
Calvinistic subject of Schifferstadt named Weidt-
mann: "He has come from Marientraut on a 
pass and has this day presented the Council with 
his financial report, in order that he might have 
a favorable disposal of his request for a manu-
rrusslOn. However, the Council sent all the docu-
ments back, with the following questions: Was 
Weydtmann married? Did he have any children, 
and if so how many? All matters of importance 
in granting a manumission, as each person was 
subject to a departure tax." 
It is probable that these answers were promptly 
furnished by Marientraut, but the documents have 
no further information regarding the final dis-
position of the case. 
61111682-Nothing definitive is to be found re-
garding the manumissions of Joseph Brunner 
(March 24, 1729) and Christian Goetzendammer 
(March 3, 1729) toward their emigration to Penn-
sylvania. 
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-------
Photocopy of Manumission (partial) 
from Karlsruhe Archives sent by 
Werner Hacker. 
ENDNOTES 
'Pennsylvania German Pioneers, Ralph Beaver Strassburger & 
William J. Hinke. Breinigsville, PA. The Pennsylvania German 
Society, 3 vols, 1934. Reprinted by The Genealogical Publishing 
Co., Inc. Baltimore, MD 2 vols. 1966. Names listed as Joannes 
Weightman and Maria Phillis Whiteman. 
'At times, spelled Deliah. 
'Died 2 January 1896. Philadelphia vital statistics . 
'1860 Federal Census for Pennsylvania (Philadelphia). 
' Died 16 May 1896, age 69. Philadelphia vital statistics . 
'First Reformed Church Philadelphia records. 
' Died 28 Oct. 1914, born 13 Jun. 1825 son of George Faunce 
and Hannah Leichtel. Philadelphia vital statistics. 
'First Reformed Church Philadelphia records. 
'Philadelphia Will No . 64 of 1829 for Hannah Myer. Mont-
gomery County Administration RW 13860 of 1796 for George 
Moyer. 
10 1850 and 1860 Federal Census for Pennsylvania (Philadelphia) . 
Jacob Lichtel b. 2 Aug 1771, Old Goshenhoppen Reformed 
Church. Church Records of Goshenhoppen Reformed Charge, 
translated by Rev . Hincke, Pennsylvania German Society 1917, 
d. 8 Jan. 1859, Philadelphia Board of Health Records W.P .A. 
index. Susannah Barbara Mayer b. 6 Jan. 1770, Old Goshen-
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hop pen Reformed Church records; d. 4 Sept. 1860 Philadelphia 
Board of Health Records, W.P .A. index . 
II Married 25 Sept. 1758 Old Goshenhoppen Reformed Church 
records. 
" B. 12 Jan . 1750 d. 3 Dec. 1777. Old Goshenhoppen Re-
formed Church . 
" Philadelphia Orphan Court records . Book 8, page 51, 110, 
115, 133, 301,323 . 
" Also, Warrant 51, 27 Jan 1738; Survey 17 Mar 1779; Survey 
31 Aug 1773, 29 Apr 1786. 
" Strassburger and Hinke. 
" Information received from Bischofliches Ordinariat Speyer, 
Bistumarchiv, Speyer, West Germany. 
" Reformed Church records. Igleheim, Klein Schifferstadt, The 
Pfaltz. 
"Karlsruhe State Archives (Generalandesarchiv Karlsruhe). 
" Published by author 1980, Salem, Oregon. Also on these 
related families: Knowing the Bruners, Donald Lewis Osborn, 
Lee's Summit, MO, published by Author 1968; and Kinfolk in 
Germany Kinfolk in Maryland, researched by Arta F. Johnson, 
153 Aldrich Road, Columbus, OH 43214, 1983 . 
'·Pennsylvania German Society, Breinigsville, PA 1983 . 
" Philadelphia Will No . 38 of 1757. 
" Getzendanner Familie Giezendanner. 
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NEW HOURS FOR 
PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN ARCHIVES 
Dr. William T. Parsons, archivist for the Penn-
sylvania German Collection at Ursinus College, 
announced recently that new hours will be in effect 
this autumn. Each Tuesday afternoon the college 
is open, the collection-housed in Room 301, Myrin 
Library-will be open for research use from 1:00 
p.m. to 4:00 p.m. The archives houses individual 
items and small collections from faculty, alumni, 
and friends of the college, as well as a majority of 
the papers and artifacts of the Pennsylvania Folk-
life Society, an adjunct of Ursinus College. Dona-
tions are always welcome and will be processed and 
made available to visiting researchers as soon as 
time and personnel permit. 
DONATION TO ARCHIVES 
The Archivist is happy to announce that an 
extensive collection of dialect newspaper columns 
from the Berks County Democrat and the Allentown 
Morning Call spanning years from 1895 to 1935, 
has been donated to the Pennsylvania German Ar-
chives by William and Timothy Rupp . Originally 
collected by William J. Rupp [Der Busch Knibbel] a 
columnist himself until his untimely death in 1967, 
this is a prize collection of the best of the pre-1935 
dialect columnists . 
Writings by Solwell Files [Elwood Fisher] and 
Silfanus [Astor C. Wuchter] which were printed 
between 1895 and 190 1, appeared in the Berks 
County Democrat. From that same paper, but 
from the years 1914 through 1922 are numerous 
items by Solly Hulsbuck [Harvey M. Miller]. These 
columns, generally dated in one way or another, 
represent a major find. 
Another main part of the collection is a series 
of Obediah Grouthamel articles [wos er g'schriwwa 
hot], scattered items from 1916 to 1923. Grouthamel 
was Solomon Delong, in fact, whose works appeared 
in the Allentown Morning Call. Sometimes he 
included a bit of country poetry, but essentially 
used short items like "Ford Chokes" and other 
schtories. 
One other author, about whose identity some 
doubt may exist, signed an item in a 1932 
Morning Call: Sam Sourombel. Although not other-
wise identified, he is very likely William Troxell, 
who used the name of Davy Sourrumble as well 
as the more familiar Pumpernickle Bill. Sam's 
name is not on the Alfred L. Shoemaker list 
of pen names. Of special interest to us, both 
Bill Troxell and Billy Rupp participated in the 
early Kutztown Festivals and delivered dialect broad-
casts from there over radio station WEEU, Reading. 
The Rupp donation contains about 350 to 500 
items, although still uncounted. As soon as they 
have been sorted, protected and tallied, they will 
be available for researchers and scholars to use. 
"The other side of the clipping" is undoubtedly 
one of the researcher's bonuses. In these papers 
there are several gems worth noting. The paper 
printed a letter from Rev. William G. Seiple 
from Sendai, reflecting the editor's actual connection 
with missions in the Orient. "Gleason and Gang," 
the 1919 Chicago White Sox, are off to the World 
Series, where we now know they are to become 
the infamous Black Sox. Or so we see in another 
clipping. At any rate, the whole collection is a 
treasure; we are most grateful for the Rupps' wil-
lingness to share these papers with us all. 
HELFFERICH FOLK ART ADDENDA 
Another especially valuable and thoughtful donation 
came from Anna Knauer Helfferich, since, as she 
noted, the archivist's interest in Dutch folk art 
parallels her own. Her own copies of the poster-
size reproductions from the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, done in 1939, now comes to us. Along 
with them are booklets from the Pennsylvania 
Dutch Arts and Crafts series issued by Mrs. 
Naaman Keyser between 1945 and 1957. 
• • • • 
The Pennsylvania German Archives of Ursinus 
College has been fortunate to receive a donation 
of E. Gordon Alderfer's The Montgomery County 
Story, from Virginia Snyder, of Trappe. This good 
local history will add to the useful resources we 
have at hand in the archives. In fact, the donation 
includes five duplicate copies as well, which we 
will be happy to swap for items of relatively 
equal value, such as particular issues of Volumes 11 
and 12, Pennsylvania 'Folkli/e. Make your offer, 
subject to prior disposal. 
• • • • 
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Speaking of donations, and of dialect columns at 
that, Professor William T. Parsons has just cele-
brated his tenth year at the head of the Pennsylvania 
German Studies Program at Ursinus College by 
donating about 500 dialect columns to the Archives 
collection. Most of them are Shdivvel Knecht 
writings from the Town and Country or other items 
his friend, Clarence G. Reitnauer, has composed, 
but many are Es Deitsch Schtick items by Rev. 
Richard Druckenbrod , from the Allentown Morning 
Call, as well as several by Professor C. Richard 
Beam. By way of comment, Druckenbrod, 1. 
Clarence Kulp and Professor Parsons shared the 
same stage as Deitsch folksingers at the Schaeffers-
town Folk Festival during the summer. 
* * * * 
NEW ART SHOW AT 
ALLENTOWN ART MUSEUM 
Kudos once again to the Allentown Art Museum 
of the Lehigh Valley, who have planned a sparkling 
new show of New Hope Impressionist artists, 
scheduled at Fifth and Court streets, Allentown 
from September 16 through November 25, 1984. 
As so many other aspects of Eastern Pennsylvania 
Dutch country, these original Pennsylvania Impres-
sionists, Lathrop, Redfield, Snell and Folinsbee, 
have received scant recognition until now. Indeed, 
none of them is even mentioned in Oliver W. 
Larkin's Art and Life in America. 
So come to Allentown and see such Pennsylvania 
favorites as Daniel Garber, Walter Emerson Baum 
and Walter Elmer Schofield. Many thanks also to 
the foresight of that old Dutchman, Harry C. 
Trexler, whose trust money helps make this show 
a reality. 
* * * * 
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REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 
Gerald W. R. Ward, research associate at the Yale 
University Art Gallery is looking for information 
about an unusual and interesting coffer illustrated 
and described below. This box or chest was made 
for a Philadelphia organization founded in 1816, 
presumably a German immigrant relief society. If 
any of our readers can provide some clues about 
the relief society involved, or if anyone knows of 
similar surviving boxes, Mr. Ward would be most 
grateful. His address is: 507 Hemingway Drive, 
Hockessin, DE 19707. 
Coffer, Philadelphia, ca. 
1816. Mahogany, tiger maple, maple veneers; tUlip 
poplar; ivory feet H. 16Y4 inches; W. 30 3/ 8 inches; 
D. 16Y4 inches . Yale University Art Gallery, The 
Mabel Brady Garvan Collection 1936.312. Prove-
nance: Mrs. A .K. Hostetter, Lancaster, Penna., to 
Francis P. Garvan (1936). Silvered brass placque 
on top engraved : "Die Hermann Unterstiitzungs 
Briiderschafftl PHILAD. A 1 Incorporit den lsten 
Mayl 1M JAHRI 1816." Below letter L of 
PHILAD~ engraved: "J. Bower. Sc ." 
* * * 
DIALECT PLAY 
Devotees of the Goschenhoppen Historians and 
of the Pennsylvania German thespian tradition, 
will be delighted to note an item on the 1984-85 
Forum schedule. A newly rediscovered 1937 play 
by Rev. Franklin D. Slifer, D.O., then of Sumney-
town, PA, Die Rum' G'schichta Menscha Fanger 
[That Notorius Man Catcher], will be performed 
April 20, 1985, at Red Men's Hall, Green Lane. 
Rumor has it that Parsons and Snyder of the 
Ursinus Faculty will be in the cast, speaking dialect, 
of course. Musical concerts in that same series 
also include performers who are of the country 
Dutch tradition. See Abe Roan for details at 
R 0, Bechtelsville, PA 19505. 
JUST PUBLISHED 
From time to time in this space we bring to the attention of our readers new 
books that we think will be of interest to them. Good Books-a small, educational 
publisher specializing in books relating to the Amish and Mennonite way of life-
has just published From Amish and Mennonite Kitchens by Phyllis Pellman Good 
and Rachel Thomas Pellman, and The World oj Amish Quilts by Rachel and 
Kenneth Pellman. Both are handsome productions; the cookbook recipes are 
authentic and newly tested, and the quilt book exhibits the most complete collection 
of Amish quilts ever assembled (it includes 249 color plates). More information 
can be obtained from Good Books, Intercourse, PA 17534. 
Closer to home, Sweet & Sour, a book of 30 poems about the Amish way of 
life, was recently published by Dr. Alfred L. Creager, retired associate professor 
of philosophy and religion, and chaplain at Ursinus College. The poems are 
illustrated by William K. Munro, layout artist for Pennsylvania FolkliJe. "Because 
of their plain way of life and tendency to keep to themselves, many people fail to 
understand that the Amish have normal human experiences," Dr. Creager said. 
"I decided to write the poems with the hope they would help others appreciate the 
Amish way and the Amish people on their own terms." The following are two of 
those poems: 
THE FARM FAMILY 
Little Ann, half asleep 
in grandpa's lap, tangled her fingers 
through his beard . He brushed a fly 
from her face and held her gently. 
Others in the room read items in THE BUDGET, 
or talked about the weather, who was sick, 
the price of poultry, a trip last year 
to relatives in Ohio, the new calf . 
Their dinner settled, each one 
moved toward unfinished tasks -
all except the child, who played on the porch 
until women took her to the garden . 
Standing waist-high in foliage, 
her bare feet toeing the earth, 
she pointed to a jet's white river 
and listened to trailer rigs whining 
along Route 30's concrete, 
her small face asking questions. 
But no one paid attention 
to passing planes, distant traffic, 
or to foolish questions, for that matter; 
nor would Ann as the years passed. 
SAFELY HOME 
As old as Elam was, he loved an auction. 
Sun was red behind the barn before he left. 
His horse turned down the lane and brought him safely 
home . They found him on the seat as though at rest. 
Sweet & Sour may be purchased from The Pennsylvania Folklife Society, P.O. 
Box 92, Collegeville, PA 19426. The price is $6.00 (postage and handling included). 
Checks should be made payable to Pennsylvania Folklife. I 
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The Festival and its Sponsorship 
The Kutztown Folk Festival is sponsored by the Pennsylvania Folklife Society, a 
nonprofit educational corporation affiliated with U RSINUS COLLEGE, College-
ville, Pennsylvania . The Society's purposes are threefold : First, the demonstrating 
and displaying of the lore and folkways of the Pennsylvania Dutch through the 
annual Kutztown Folk Festival; second, the collecting, studying, archiving and 
publishing the lore of the Dutch Country and Pennsylvania through the publi-
cation of PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE Magazine; and third, using the proceeds 
for scholarships and general educational purposes at URSINUS COLLEGE. 
FOR THE FOLK FESTIVAL BROCHURE WRITE TO: 
Pennsylvania folklife Society 
College Blvd. & Vine, Kutztown, Pa. 19530 
